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XTUU' PREFATORY NOTE

he is able to see rhe identity of the side he takes and the disorder he de-

nounces within a single reason, in order to comprehend their coherence

in the Real and ro anticipate by his certitude on the action which puts

them in balance.T

? "Rien de cr€€ qui n'apparaisse dans I'urgence, rien dans I'urgcnce qui n'engeltdre
son ddpassement dans la parole. Mais rien aussi qui n'y devienne contingent quand
le moment y vient pour I'homme, oil il peut identifier en une seule raison le parti
qu'il choisit et le d€sordre qu'il d€nonce, pour en cornprendre la cohdrence dans le
r6el et anticiper par sa certitude sur I'action qui les n'let en balance."
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THE FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE IN PSYCHOANALYSIS



Introd,uct'ion
We are going to detcrminc that while we are still at the aphelion ol oar
rnatret, for, uthen we arriae at the pcrihclion, the heat uill bc capable
ol mofring us lorget it.

(Lichtenberg.)

"Flcsh composed ol suns. Hou can such be?" ctclaim the simple ones.

(R. Browning, Padcying uith certain people.)

Su.h awe seizes man when he unveils the lineaments of his power that
lrc turns away from it in the very action employed to lay its features bare.
.So it has been with psychoanalysis. Freud's truly Promethean discovery
wes such an action, as his works bear witnessl but the same is no less

present in each humble psychoanalytic experience conducted by any one
,'f the laborers formed in his school.

As time has gone by, we can trace almost year by year this aversion of
r ntcrest as far as the functions of the Word and the domain of Language

.rrc concerned. This turning aside is the reason for the "alterations in aim

.rnrl techniquc" which are now acknowledged within the psychoanalytic
rnovement, and whose relation to the general lessening of therapeutic
cllcctiveness is nevertheless ambiguous. In fact the emphasis on the resist-
,urcc of the object in current psychoanalytical theory and technique must
rtsclf be submitted to the dialectic of analysis, which is bound to recognize
rrr this emphasis an alibi of the subject.

Let us attempt to outline the topographyl of this movement. If we
cx;rrnine the literature---our "scientific activityr" we call it-the present

1'roblems of psychoanalysis fall clearly under three headings:
a) T'he function of the Imaginaryrz shall wc salr or more specifically

tlr;rt of phantasies in the technique of the psychoanalytic experience and
rrr the constitution of the object at the various stages of psychic develop-
rrrcnt. 'I'he original impctus in this area catne from the analysis of
, hil<lrcrt and from the fertile and tempting field offered to the attempts
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of researchers by access to the formation of structures at the preverbal

level. It is there also that the culmination of this impetus is now inducing

a return in the same direction by posing the problem of what symbolic

sanction is to be given to phantasies in their interpretation.

b) The concept of the libidinal object relations which, since it has

renewed the idea of the progress of the cure, is surreptitiously altering

the way in which it is conducted. Flere the new perspective took its de-

parture from the extension of the psychoanalytic method to psychoses

and from the momentary opening up of the psychoanalytic technique

to data based on diflerent principles. At this point psychoanalysis merges

with an existential phenomenology-one might s31l, with an activism

animated by charity.s There again, a clear-cut reaction is making itself

felt in favor of a return to the technical pivot of symbolization.

c) The importance of countertransference and, correlatively, of the

formation of the analyst.4 In this instance the emphasis has resulted

from the difficulties besetting the termination of the cure, rejoining those

which arise when the didactic analysis of the candidate culminates in

his introduction into the practice of analysis. In both cases the same

oscillation is evident. On the one hand, the being of the analyst is shown,

not without courage, to be a by no means negligible factor in the results

of the analysis-and even a factor to be brought out into the open in his

conduct as the analysis draws to a close. On the other hand, it is put

{orward no less forcefully that no solution is possible except by an ever

more thorough exploration of the mainsprings of the unconscious.

Besides the pioneer activity which they are manifesting on three differ-

ent frontiers, these three problems have a trait in common with the vital-

ity of the psychoanalytic experience which sustains them. This is the

temptation for the analyst to abandon the grounding of the Word, and

this precisely in areas where, because they border on the ineffable, its use

would be more than ever in need of his scrutiny: that is to salr childhood

training by the mother, help like that of the good Samaritan, and dialec-

tical mastery. The danger indeed becomes great if at this point he aban-

dons his own Language as well, in favor of others already established

which offer compensations for ignorance with which he is ill-acquainted.

We would truly like to know more about the eflects of symbolization

in the child, and female psychoanalysts who are also mothers' even those

who give our loftiest deliberations a matriarchal air, are not exempt from
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that confusion of tongues by which Ferenczi designated the law of the
rclationship between rhe child and the adult."

Our wise men's ideas about the perfect object relation are somewhat
ttrcertainly conceived, and, when expounded, they reveal a mediocrity
rvhich does the profession no honor.

Ileyond all doubt, these effects-where the psychoanalyst corresponds
t, the type of modern hero famous for his vain exploits in situations
t'ntirely beyond his control-could be corrected by a proper rerurn to that
,rrcu of knowledge in which the analyst oughr to be past master: the
srrt(ly of the functions of the Word.

Ilut, since Freud, it seerns that this central area of our domain has been
i<'ft fallow. Note how he himself refrained from venturing roo far into
rts outlying parts: he discovered the iibido stages of the .ltita through
tlrc analysis of adults and intervened in little Flans's case only thro.,gh
tlrc itttermediary of his parents.s He deciphered a whole section of the
l,;rnguage of the unconscious in paranoid delusion, but used for rhis pur-
1"'s<: only the key text that Schreber left behind in the volcanic debris
,,1 lris spiritual catastroph..o On the other hand, however, as far as the
'lr;rlt 'ctic of this work and the traditional view of its meaning were con-
r <'r.cd, he assumed the position of mastery in all i ts eminence.

l)rcs this amount to saying that if the master's place remains empry,
rr is rot so much the result of his own passing as that of a growing
"l ' l i l t 'r 'ation of the rneaning of his workl To corrvince ourselves of this,
t 'r '  lr:rve surely only to ascertain what is going on in the place he vacated.

z\ tcchnique is being handed on in a cheerless rnanner, reticent in its
', l):r( 'rty, a manner which shies at any attempt to let in the fresh air of
( rrtr(isrr1. It has in fact assumed the air of a formalism pushed to ceremo-
,rr.rl l t ' .gths, and so much so that one might very well wonder whether
tr r\ tr()t to be tagged with the same similarity to obsessional neurosis
rlr 'rt l i tt 'u<l so convincingly defined in the observance, if not in the genesis,
,  , l  r  c l ig i<lus r i tes.T

\Vlr.rr wc consider the literature that this activity produces and feeds
"rr, t lrc analogy becomes even more marked: the impression is often that
"l ' t t ttr i<tus sort of closed circuit in which a failure to recognize the origin
"l t lrc lr:rsic rcrrn.s is father to the probrem of making ttrem agree with

' lc tctr tz i '  " ( lonf t ts ion of  Tongues between the Adul t  and the Chi ld, , '  Internat ional
l"u'n,rl , l I ' tycho-/ndysis Ilrcnceforth abbreviated Ilp], xxx (1949), iv, 225-30.
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each other and in which the effort to solve this problem reinforces the

original misconstruction.

In order to ger at rhe roots of this deterioration of the analytical dis-

course, one may legitimately apply the psychoanalytical method to the

collectivity which sustains it.

In point of fact, to speak of the loss of the sense of the action of analysis

is as true and as pointless as to explain the symptom by its senses so long

as that sense is not recognized.o We know that if that recognition is

absent, the action of the analyst will be experienced only as an aggressive

action at whatever level it occurs. We know, too, that in the absence of

the social "resistances" in which the psychoanalytic group used to find

reassurance, the limits of its tolerance towards its own activity-now

"accepted," if not approved of-no longer depend uPon anything more

than the numerical strength by which its presence is measured on the

social scale.

These starting points are adequate to assess the Symbolic, Imaginary,

and Real conditions which will determine the defense mechanisms we

can recognize in the doctrine: isolation, undoing-what-has-been-done,ro

dtnl gation,rr and, in general, mtconnaissance.t2

Thus, if the importance of the American grouP in relation to the

psychoanalytic movement as a whole is measured by its rnass, it will be

easy enough to weigh accurately the conditions to be met with there.

In the Symbolic order first of all, one cannot neglect the importance

of that factor C which I took into account at the Congress of Psychiatry

in 1950 as being the constant characteristic of any given cultural milieu:

here the condition of the lack of a historical dimension by which every-

one recognizes the major features of "communication" in the United

States, and which, according to our way of seeing it, is at the antipodes

of the psychoanalytic experience. To this must be added a native men-

tal form, known as behaviorism, which so dominates psychological

concepts in America that they have clearly been entirely unfaithful ever

since to the psychoanalysis inspired by Freud.l3

As for the other two orders, we leave it in the hands of those interested

to evaluate what the mechanisms which manifest themselves in the life

of psychoanalytical societies owe, respectively, to the relative eminence

of those within the group and to the experienced effects of their free

enterprise on the whole of the social body-as well as the value to be

attributed to the notion emphasized by one of their most lucid represen-
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t:ttives, that of the convergence which makes itself felt bctween the
I,reignness of a group dominated by the immigranr, and the distancing
rrrlo which it is drawn by the function which the cultural conditions
rrr<licared above call for.

In any event it appears incontestable that the conception of psycho-
:rrr:rlysis in the United States has inclined toward the adaptation of the
rrrtlividual to the social environment, toward the quest for patterns of
( ()r)duct' and toward all the objectification implied in the norion of
"lrrrrnan relations." la And the indigenous term "human engineeriog" ro
\tr()ngly implies a privileged position of exclusion in relation ro the
lrrrrnan object .

Ir is in fact this disrance-a distance from the human object wirhout
rvhich such a position could not be held-which has contributed to the
Pt t'sctrt eclipse in psychoanalysis of the most living terms of its experi-
('rrcc: the unconscious and se-ruality, which apparently will cease before
lorrg even to be mentioned.

Wc do not have to take sides over the faults of formalism and the
*r'Poration-rnan mentality, both of which are noted and denounced by
r lrc o(Ecial writings of the analytical group itself. The Pharisee and the
t orPoration man interest us only because of their common essence, the

",)rrrcc of the dificulties which both have with the word, md particu-
l.rr ly when it comes to "talking shop." 16

'l'ltc fact is that the inability to communicate underlying motives, if
rf (':u) sustain a magister, is not on a par with real mastery-that at least
rvhich the teaching of psychoanalysis requires. This became obvious in
.ury case when, not long ago, in order to sustain the primacy of a
rrrrrgistcr and for the sake of appearances, it became necessary f.or a
lcsson to be given.

'l'his is why the attachment to the traditional technique, indefectibly
rc;rflirrned from the same tack, after a consideration of th. results of the
rvt,tk on the frontier lines enumerated above, is not without equivoca-
tr(,n; this equivocation is to be measured by the substitution of the
lcr trr "classic" for "orthodox" in describing the traditional technique.
'l'lrt: :rttachment is to decorum, for want of knowing how to make any
ror t of cornment on the doctrine itself.l?

As f;rr as wc arc concerncd, we assert that the technique cannot be
,,,rrrprchcnded, nor therefore correctly applied, if the underlying con-
( cl)ts :trc ttriscotlstrucd. It is our task to dcmonstratc that these conceprs
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assume their full sense only when oriented in the domain of Language'

only when ordered in relation to the function of the Word'

Atthispoint lmustnotethat inordertohandleanyFreudiancon.

cept, reading Freud cannor u. .onriaered superfluous, even if it be only

forthoseconcePtswhicharehomonymsoft"-" t" tnot ions'Thishas
been well demonstrated, I am 

"pp"t,""ely. 
reminded' by the misadven-

ture which befell a theory of th.l,t'ti"tt' in a revision of Freud's posi-

tion by an aurhoruo*.*h.t less than alert to its explicitly stated mythi-

cal content. obviously he could hardly be aware of it' since he tackles

thetheorybymeansoftheworkofMarieBonaparte,whichherepeat-

edly cites .* 
".r-.l"ivalent 

of the text of Fr.ud-*ithout the reader

beinginanywayadvisedofthefact_rely ingnodoubtonthegoodtaste

of the reader, not witho.r, ,.rro*- no, ,o .I.[ur. the two, but proving

no less that he has not .h. ,.,,,otest comprehension of the true level

of the secondary text.n,l8 As a *rrl,, from ieductions to deductions' and

frominduct ionstohypotheses,theauthorcomestohisconclusionby
way of the st'ia t'"t"ilgy of his false premises: that is to say' that the

instincrs in questio., 
"rJ 

,.a,rfiit. ,o ih. reflex arc' Like the pile of

chinaware whose collapse is the main feature of the classic music hall

exhibi t ion_r.* ing, ,o.hi , .g inthehandsoftheperformerexcepta

couple of fragment. mi,matched by the crash-the complex construc.

t ionwhichmou., f romthediscoveryofthemigrat ionsofthel ib idoin

rhe erotogenic zones to the r".1"p;hological i.rr.gt-of a generalized

pleasure principle into the death inrtin.t, L..o*t' the binomial dualism

of a passin. .,otic instinct, modeled orr the activity of the chercheuses de

poulc,ro d.^, ,o ,n. poet,l0 and a destructive instinct' identified simply

with motility. A ,.rui which merits an honorable mention for the art'

voluntaryornot,ofdrawingtheul t imatelogicalconclusionsofan

original misunderstanding'

I
The Emptit Word, a,nd, the Full Wbrd

Donne en ,na bouche parole araic ct estable et lay de moy languc caulte'

(L'Intttelc Coasolacion, XLVe Chapitrc: qu'on ne doit pas

chascuncroircctdulcgicrtrcbucherncntdeparolcs.)zo

Causc touiours.zt

(Motto of "causalist" thought')

Wn.tner it secs itsclf as an instrument of healing' of formation' or of

exploration in depth, psychoanalysis has only a single intermediary: the

lratient's Word. itt", ,hir it self-evident is no excuse for our neglecting

it. And every Word calls for a reply.

I shall show that there is no Word without a reply' even if it meets

no more than silence, provided that it has an auditor: this is the heart

of its function in psychoanalysis.

But if the psychoanalyst is not aware that this is the way it is with

r he function of the Word, he will only experience its appeal all the more

strongly, and if the first thing to make itself heard is the void, it is

rvithin himself that he will experience it, and it is beyond the Word

that he will seek a reality to fill this void.

Thus it is that he will come to analyze the subiect's behavior in order

ro find in it what the subiect is not saying. Yet in order to obtain an

..vowal of what he finds, he must nevertheless talk about it' Then he

linds his tongue again, but his Word is now rendered suspect by having

r cplied orrly io thc failure of his silence, in the face of the echo perceived

,,[ his own nothingness.22

Ilut what in faci was this appeal from the subiect beyond the void of

lris speech? It was an apPeal to Truth in its ultimate nature' through

rvlrich other appeals ,.ruit ing from humbler needs wil l f ind faltering

cxlrrcssion. But f irst and foremost it was the appeal of the void, in the

,rrrrlr iguou s blanccrs of an attempted seduction of the other by the means

,,rr which the subiect has come compliantly to rely and to which he is

going to comnri t  the monumcntal  construct  of  h is narcissism'24

" ' I 'hal 's  i t  : r l l  r ight ,  i t l t rospect ion!"  cxclaims the prud'homme who
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knows its dangers only too well. He is certainly not the last, he avows'

to have tasted its charms, if he has exhausted its profit. Too bad that

he hasn't more time to waste. For you would hear some fine profundities

from him were he to arrive on your couch.

It is strange that an analyst, for whom this sort of person is one of

the first encounters in his experience, should still take introspection

into account in psychoanalysis. For from the moment that the wager

is taken up, all those fine things that were thought to be in reserve slip

away. If he does engage in it, they will appear of little account' but

others present themselves sufficiently unexpected by our friend to seem

ridiculous to him and to stun him into silence. The common lot.b

Then it is that he grasps the difference between the mirage of the

monologue whose accommodating fancies used to sustain his animated

outpourings, and the forced labor of this discourse without escape' on

which the psychologist (not without humor) and the therapist (not

without cunning) have bestowed the name of "free association."

For free association really is a labor, and so much of a travail that

some have gone so far as to say that it requires an aPPrenticeship' even

to the point of seeing in the apprenticeship its true formative value.

But if viewed in this ws/r what does it form but a skilled craftsman ?

Well, then, what of this labor I Let us consider its conditions and its

fruit, in the hope of throwing more light on its aim and profit.

The aptness of the German word durcharbeiten-equivalent to the

English "working through"-has been recognized in passing. It has

confounded French translators, in spite of what the immortal words of

a master of French style offered them by way of an exercise in exhaust-

ing every last drop of sense: "Cent fois sur le mdtier, remettez. . . ." 25

-but how does the work fl'ouuraga] make any progress herel

The theory reminds us of the triad: frustration, aggressivity, regres-

sion. This is an explanation so apparently comprehensible that we may

well be spared the necessity of comprehending it. Intuition is prompt'

bur we should be all the more suspicious of the self-evident that has

become an idie refue. If analysis should come round to exposing its

weakness, it will be advisable not to rest content with recourse to affec-

tivity-that taboo-word of the dialectical incapacity which, with the

verb to intellectualizc (whose accepted pejorative connotation makes a

b Paragraph rewritten in 1966. [Minor changes were also made in the preceding
paragraph.]
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merit of this incapacity), will go down in the history of the language as
the stigmata of our obtuseness regarding the subject."

Shall we enquire instead into the source of the subject's frustrationl
I)oes it come from the silence of the analyst? A replf to the subject's
cmpty Word, even-or especially-an approving one, often shows by its
t:ffects that it is much more frustrating than silence. Is it not rarher a
tnatter of a frustration inherent in the very discourse of the subject? 26

I)oes the subject not become engaged in an ever-growing dispossession
<,[ that being of his, concerning which-by dint of sincere portraits
rvhich leave its idea no less incoherent, o[ rectifications which do not
succeed in freeing its essence, of stays and defenses which do nor pre-
vcnt his statue from tottering, of narcissistic embraces which become like
,r puff of air in animating it-he ends up by recognizing rhat this being
Itas never been anything more than his construcr in the Imaginary 

"nJrhat this construct disappoints all his certitudes ? For in this labor which
lrc undertakes to reconstruct this const ruct for a.flothcr, he finds again
rlrc fundamental alienation which made him construct it lifte ctnother
,'ne, and which has always destined it to be stripped from him by an-
other.d,zT

This ego, whose srrength our theorists now de6ne by its capacity to
lrcar frustration, is frustration in its essence." Not frustration of a desire

"f the subject, but frustration by an object in which his desire is alienated
'rn<l which the more it is elaborated, the more profound the alienation
lrtrm its iouissance becomes for the subject. Frustration at a second re-
rr)ove' therefore, and such that even if the subject were to reintroduce
rts form into his discourse to the point of reconstituting the preparatory
nr)rgc through which the subjecr makes himself an object by striking a

' l'rcviously I had wrimen: "in psychological matters. . . ." (1966).
'r l).rragraph rewrittcn in 1966.
"'l'his is the crux of a deviation as much practical as theoretical. For to identify
tlrc cgo with the curbing of the subject is to confuse Imaginary isolation with the
rrr:rstery of the instincts. This lays one open to errors of iudgment in the conduct
"f t lrc trcatment: such as trying to reinforce the ego in many neuroses caused by
It' i ()vcrforceful structure-and that is a dead end. Aasn't my iriend Michael Balint
rvrittctr that a rcinforcement of the ego should be beneficial to the subject suffering
It,'trr c'jaculatio praccor because it would permit him to prolong the rurpension o-1
lrr. ' t lcsirc? lJut this can surely not be supposed, if it is-precisJly to the fact that
lris rlcsirc is made dcpendent upon the Imaginary functlon of the ego that the
r'lrit '< t owcs lhc short-circuiting of thc act-which psychoanalytical 

-clinical 
ex-

l 'c t ic t tcc s l tows clcar ly to bc int i rnately l inkcd to narci is ist ic ideni i f icat ion wi th the
l t . t t  Incr.
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pose before the mirror,zs he could not possibly be satisfied with it, since

Lven if he achieved his most perfect likeness in that image, it would still

be the iouissance2e of the other that he would cause to be recognized

in it. This is the reason why there is no reply which is adequate to this

discourse, for the subiect will consider as a takedown every Word par-

ticipating in his mistake.

Th. 
"ggtessivity 

which the subject will experience at this point has

nothing to do with the animal aggressivity of frustrated desire. Such a

,.f.r.n.., which most people are content with, actually masks another

one which is less agreeable for each and for all of us: the aggressivity of

the slave whose response to the frustration of his labor is a desire for

death.

It is therefore readily conceivable how this aggressivity may respond

to any intervention which, by denouncing the Imaginary intentions of

the discourse, dismantles the oblect constructed by the subiect to satisfy

them. This is in eflect what is called the analysis of resistances, whose

perilous side appears immediately. It is already pointed to by the exist-

ence of that artless simpleton who has never seen revealed anything

except the aggressive signification of his subiects' phantasies.f

This is the same man who, not hesitating to plead for a "causalist"

analysis which would aim to transform the subiect in his Present by

learned explanations of his past, betrays well enough by his very intona-

tion the anxiery from which he wishes to save himself-the anxiety of

having to think that his patient's liberty may be dependent upon that

of his own intervention. Whether or not the expedient into which he

plunges may possibly be beneficial at some moment or another to the

rubj..t, this has no more importance than a stimulating pleasantry and

will not detain me any longer.

Rather let us focus on this hic et nunc to which sorne analysts feel we

should confine the tactics of analysis. It may indeed be useful, provided

that the Imaginary intention that the analyst uncovers in it is not de-

tached by him from the symbolic relation in which it is expressed. Noth-

ing must be read into it concerning the moi of. the subject which can-

t This is the same work which I crowned at the end of my Introduction. [Added
1966:] It is clear in what follows that aggressivity is only a lateral efiect of analytic

frustration, even if this effect can be reinforced by a certain type of intervention;

as such, this effect is not the reason for the couple frustration-regression,
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rrot be reassumed by the subject in the form of the ,,ie," 
thatis, in the first

1re.son.3o
"I have been this only in order to become what I can be": if this were

not the Permanent fulcrum of the subject's assumption of his own mirages,
where could one pick out progress herel

Hence the analyst cannot without peril track the subject down into
rhe intimacy of his gestures, nor into that of his static state, except by
rcintegrating them as silent notes into his narcissistic discourse-and this
has been noted very sensitively, even by young practitioners.

The danger involved here is not that of the subject's negarive reaction,
but much rather that of his capture in an objectification-no less Imagi-
nary than before-of his static state or of his "statue," in a renewed status
of his alienation.

Quite the contrary, the art of the analyst musr be to suspend the
subject's cerritudes unril their last mirages have been conrr-.J. And it
is in the discourse that, like verse, their resolution must be scanned.Bl

Indeed, however empty this discourse may appear, it is only so if
taken at its face value: that which justifies the remark of Mallarm6's,
i^ which he compares the common use of Language ro the exchange
,f a coin whose obverse and reverse no longer bear any but worn
cfligies, and which people pass from hand to hand "in silence." This
rnetaphor is sufficient to remind us that the word, even when almost
c'mpletely worn out, retains its value as a tessera.Bz

Even if it comrnunicates nothing, the discourse represents the existence
of conrmunication; even if it denies the obvious, it affirms that the word
constitutes the Truth; even if it is destined to deceive, here the discourse
spcculates on faith in testimony.

Moreover, it is the analyst who knows better than anyone else that
the question is to understand which "part" of this speech carries the
significative term, and this is exactly how he proceeds in the ideal case:
t:rking the recital of an everyday event for an apologue addressed to
lrim that hath ears to hear, a long prosopopoeia for a direct interjection,
or on the other hand taking a simple lapsus for a highly complex stare-
ttrent' or even the sigh of a momentary silence for the whole lyrical de-
vcloprncnt i t  makes up for.

'I 'his is corlsccluently a fortunatc kind of punctuation, one which con-
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fers its meaning on the subiect's discourse. This is why the adiourn-

ment of a session-which according to present-day technique is simply

a chronometric break and, as such, a matter of indifference to the thread

of the discourse-plays the part of a metric beat which has the full

value of an actual intervention by the analyst for hastening the con-

cluding moments. This fact should lead us to free this act of termina-

tion from its routine usage and to employ it for the purposes of the

technique in every useful way possible.

It is in this way that regression is able to operate. Regression is simply

the actualization in the discourse of the phantasy relations reconstituted

by an ego at each stage in the decomposition of its structure. After all,

this regression is not a real regressiou; even in language it manifests

itself onty Uy inflections, by turns of phrase, bY "trebuchements si legiers"

that in the extreme case they cannot go beyond the artifice of "baby

talk" in the adult. To attribute to regression the reality of a present

relation to the object amounts to proiecting the subject into an alienat-

ing illusion which does no more than echo an alibi of the psychoanalyst.

It is for this reason that nothing could be more misleading for the:

analyst than ro seek to guide himself by a so-called contact experienced

with the reality of the subject. This constantly reiterated theme harped

on by intuitionist and even by phenomenological psychology has become

extended in contemporary usage in a way which is thoroughly sympto-

matic of the rarefaction of the eflects of the Word in the present social

context. But its obsessional power becomes flagrantly obvious by being

put forward in a relationship which, by its very rules, excludes all real

contact.

Young analysts who might nevertheless allow themselves to be taken

in by what such a recourse implies of impenetrable gifts will find no

better way of retracing their steps than to consider the successful out-

come of the actual supervision they themselves undergo. From the point

of view of contact with the Real, the very possibility of such supervisory

control would become a problem. It is in fact exactly the contrary: here

the supervisor manifests a second sight, make no mistake about it, which

makes the experience at least as instructive for him as for the person

supervised. And this is almost all the more so because the Person undcr

his supervision demonstrates in the process fewer of these gifts, which

are held by some people to be all the less communicable in proportion
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as they themselves make more of a production about their technical
secrets.

The reason for this enigma is that the supervised person acts as a
filter, or even as a refractor, of the subject's discourse,ss and in this way
there is presented to the supervisor a ready-made stereoscopic picture,
making clear from the start the three or four registers on which the
rnusical score constituted by the subject's discourse can be read.

If the supervised person could be put by the supervisor into a sub-
icctive position different from that implied by the sinister term contr1le
(advantageously replaced, but only in English, by .,supervisior,,), 

the
greatest profit he would derive from this exercise would be to learn to
rnaintain himself in the position of second subjectivity into which the
situation automatically puts the supervisor.

There he would find the authentic way to reach what the classic
l.rmula of the analyst's vague, even absent-minded, attention expresses
'rnly very approximately.sa For it is essential to know toward what that
rrttention is directedl and, as all our labors are there to testify, it is cer-
r:rinly not dire.ted toward an object beyond the word of the subject,
rrr the way it is for certain analysts who make it a strict rule never to
l,rse sight of that object.'' If this were to be the way of analysis, then it
rvould surely have recourse to means other than speech---or else this
r'ould be the only example of a method which forbade itself rhe means
n('cessary to its own ends.

'l'he only object within the anaiyst's range is the Imaginary relation
rvlrich links him to rhe subject qua moi. And for lack of a *ry of
, ' l irninating ir, he can employ it to regulate the yield of his ears, in l ine
r'rth the use which is normally made of them, according to both physi-
'rl.gy and the Gospel: having ears in order not to hear; in other words,
,'r ,,rcler to pick up what is to be heard. For he has no other ears, no
rlrirtl or fourth ear to serve as what some have tried to describe as a
'ltt<'ct transaudition of the unconscious by the unconscious.ss I shall
' l ' ' ;r l  with the qtrestion of this supposed mode of communication later.

I lr:rvc tacklcd the function of the word in analysis from its least
', 'rv;r.t l i .g anglc, that of the empty Word, where the subject seems to
l ' , ' r : r l l i i 'g  i .  vai .  ab.ut  sonrcone who, even i f  he were his spi t t ing
rrrr ' r f l t ' r  c l l l l  l rcvcr bccomc ortc wi th the assumption of  h is desire.  I  have
I ' t r r r r l ( ' ( l  ot t t  i l r  i t  thc sourcc of  thc growing devaluat ion of  which the
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Word has been the object in both theory and technique. I have been

obliged to lift up by slow degrees, as if they were a heavy millstone

which had fallen on the Word, what can serve only as a sort of "gov-

ernor" for the movement of analysis: that is to salr the individual psycho-

physiological factors which are in reality excluded from its dialectic. To

consider the goal of psychoanalysis to be to modify the individual

inertia of these factors is to be condemned to a fiction of movement or

evolution with which a certain trend in psychoanalytic technique seems

in fact to be satisfied.

If we now turn to the other extreme of the psychoanalytic experience

-if we look into its history, into its casuistry, into the process of the

cure-we shall discover that to the analysis of the hic et nunc is to be

opposed the value of anamnesis as the index and as the source of the

piogr.r, of the therapy; that to obsessional intrasubiectivity is to be

opposed hysterical intersubjectivity; and that to the analysis of resistance

is to be opposed symbolic interpretation. Here it is that the realization

of the full Word begins.

Let us examine the relation constituted by this realization.

It will be recalled that the method introduced by Freud and Breuer

was very early on given the name of the "talking cure" by Anna O., one

of Breuer's patients. It was the experience inaugurated with this hysteri-

cal patient that led rhem to the discovery of. the pathogenetic event

known as the traumatic experience.

If this event was recognized as being the cause of the symptom, it

was because the putting into words of the event (it the patient's

"stories") determined the lifting of the symPtom.s7 Here the term prise

de conscience,ss borrowed from the psychological theory that was con-

strucred on this fact, retains a prestige which merits the distrust we

hold to be the best attitude towards explanations that do office as self-

evident truths. The psychological prejudices of Freud's dly were oP-

posed to acknowledging the existence of any reality in verbalization as

such, other than its own flatus uocis. The fact remains that in the

hypnotic state verbalization is disassociated from the prise de conscience'

and this fact alone is surely enough to require a revision of that con-

ception of its effects.3e

But why is it that the worthy proponents of the behaviorist Auf hcbung

do not use this as their example to show that they do not have to know
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whether the subiect has remembered anything whatever from the pastl
[-Ie has simply recounted the event. But we would say that he has
verbalized it-or, in order to further develop this term whose echoes in
Ijrench call to mind a Pandora figure other than the one with the box
(in which the term should probably be locked up for good),ao that he
has made it pass into the aerbear or more precisely into the eposa2 by
which he brings back into presenr time the origins of his own person.
And he does this in a Language which permits his discourse to be
understood by his contemporaries, and which furthermore presupposes
their present discourse. Thus it happens thar the recitation of the epos
may include some discourse of olden days in its own archaic or even
loreign tongue' or may even pursue its course in present time with all
the animation of the actor; but it is like an indirect discourse, isolated
inside quotation marks within the thread of the narration, and, if the
discourse is played out, ir is on a stage implying the presence not only
of the chorus, but also of spectators.

Hypnodc remernoration is doubtless a reproduction of the past, but it is
above all a spoken rePresentation{3-and as such implies all sorts of pres-
cnces. It stands in the same relation to the waking rememoration of what
is curiously called in analysis "the marerialr" as the drama in which.the
original myths of the City State are produced before its assembled citizens
stands in relation to a history which may well be made up of materials,
but in which a narion today learns to redd the symbols of a destiny on
the march. In Heideggerian language one could say that both rypes
,rf rememoration constitute the subject as getaesend-that is, ., b.ing
the one who thus has been. But in the internal unity of this temporaliza-
tion, the existent marks the convergence of the having-beens. That is to
s:ry, other encounters being assumed to have taken place since any par-
ricular one whatever of these moments considered as having-beens, there
would have issued from it another existent which would ."ur. him to
have been in quite a different way.aa

The ambiguity of the hysterical revelation of the pasr does not depend
so much on the vacillation of its content between the Imaginary and
the Real, for it locates itself in both. Nor is it exactly error oifalsehood.
'l'he point is that ir presents us with the birth of rruth in the word,
;rrttl thereby brings us up against the reality of what is neither true nor
[:rlsc. At any rate, thar is the mosr disquieting aspect of the problem.

I:or the Truth of this revelation l ies in the prcsent Word which testi-
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f iestoi t incontemPoraryreal i tyandwhichgroundsi t inthenameof

that reality. yet i' ih"t ieality, it is only the Word which bears witness

ro that porrion o[ the powers of the p"rt which has been thrust aside

at each .rorrrord, wht" the event has made its choice'

This is the reason why the yardstick of continuity in anamnesis' bY

which Freud measures the completeness of the cure' has nothing to do

with the Bergsonian myth of a restoration of duration in which the

authenticity of each inrtant would be destroyed if it did not sum up the

modulation of all the preceding ones. The point is that for Freud it is

not a question of biological memory' nor of its intuitionist mystification'

nor of the paramnesis of tnt 
'y"'pio-' 

but a.question of rememoration'

thar is, of history-balancing the scales in which confectures about the

Pastcaus." f lu. tuat ionofthepromisesof. thefutureuPonasingle
fulcrum: thar of chronological ..rtitude. I might as well be categorical:

in psychoanalytical anamnesis, it is not a question of reality' but of

Truth, because the effect of a full word is to reorder the Past contingent

events by conferring on them the sense of necessities to come' iust as

they are constitutei by the little liberty through which the subiect

makes them Present'46
The meanders of the research pursued by Freud into the case of the

WolfManconfrrmthese,.-" ,k,bytaking' their fu l lsensefromthem.

Freud insists on a total objectification lf p.oof so long as it is a

question of dating the primal scene, but without further ado he takes

for grant.a ,U ,ti. ,.rrrUiectifications of the event which he co'siders

necessary to explain its effects at every turning point where the subiect

restructures himself-that is, as many restructurings of the event as take

place, as he puts it, nachtrrigli'h' aft" the eventS Wh"t is more' with

an audacity bordering on offhandedness, he asserts that he holds it

legitimate in the 
"n"{ri, 

of processes to skip over the time intervals in

which the event remains latent in the subject.r"a6 In short he annuls the

times for understonding in favor of the moments ol concluding which

precipitate rhe meditation of the subject towards deciding the sense to

attach to the original event'

[henceforth abbreviated Gw\, xll, 7l i Cinq psycha-nalyscs'

i. fr"r,.. [henceforth abbreviated PUF], p. 356, weak trans-s Gesammelte Wcrfte
Presses Universitaires
lation of the term.
rrGW, xl l ,  72,  n. l ,  last

found once more stressed

Edit ion,XVII,  45, n. l . ]

few lines. The concept of' Nachrriiglichfreit .is 
.o. b:

in the note. cinq iiiinno"tyses' P' i56' n'l' lstandard
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Let it be noted that temps pour comprendre and nroment de conclure

are functions which I have defined in a purely logical theorem and which
rrre familiar to my studenrs as having proved extremely favorable to the
rlialectical analysis through which we guide their steps in the process of
:r psychoanalysis.aT

It is certainly this assumption of his history by the subject, insofar
:rs it is consdtuted by the Word addressed to the other, which makes up
the fundamental principle of the new method which Freud called psy-
,'lrr-ranalysis, and not in 1904-as was taught until recently by an author-
ity who, when he finally threw ofl the cloak of a prudent silence, sp-

l,cared on that day to know nothing of Freud except the titles of his
rvorks-but in 1896.t

In this analysis of the sense of his method, I do not deny, any more
thln Freud himself did, the psycho-physiological discontinuity mani-
lcsted by the states in which the hysterical symptom appears, nor do I
,lt'ny that this symptom may be treated by methods-hypnosis or even
n'u'cosis-which reproduce the discontinuity of these states. I simply
r<'lrrrdiate any reliance on these states-and as deliberately as Freud for-
l,.r<lc himself recourse to them after a certain time-whether to explain
rlrc symptom or to cure it.

I;or if the originality of the analytic method depends on means which
tr n)Lrst do without, the fact is that the means which it reserves to itself
.rrc sufficient to constitute a domain whose limits define the relativity
, , l i t s operations.

Its means are those of the Word, in so far as the Word confers a
nr<'ruring on the functions of the individual; its domain is that of the
r (,n('retc discourse, insofar as this is the field of the transindividual real-
rt1'of the subject; its operations are those of history, insofar as history
, rrnSritutes the emergence of Truth in the Real.

'l'o begin with, in fact, when the subject commits himself to analysis
lrr ' ;rt 'ccpts a position more constituting in itself than all the duties by

'r ' lrrclr hc allows himself to be more or less enticed: that of interlocution,
rrr.l I scc no objection in the fact that this remark may leave the listener

' l r r  . rn : r r t ic lc easi ly avai lable to the least  exact ing French reader,  s ince i t  [or ig inal ly]
r1,1,c.rtcrl I irr l;rcrrchl in the Reuue Ncurologique, whose collected numbers are
,' '.rr.t l ly t. lre founcl in the libraries of medical-student common rooms. ["L'h6rddit6
,r  l '11t i , r l , ,g ic dcs rr ivroscs,"  Stundard Edi t ion,  I I I ,  l4!56.] .  [Added 1966:]  Thc
i , lutrr l r t  r lc t torr t rccr l  l tcre i l lustrates among others how the said author i ty measured
,,1r t '  l r i r  " lc ; r t lcrshi1l . "
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nonplussed.as For I shall take this opportunity of stressing that the

afiocution of the subfect entails an allocutorJ-in other words, that the

locutork is constituted in it as intersubjectivity'nn

secondly, it is on the fundamental basis of this interlocution, insofar

as it includes the response of the interlocutor, that the meaning of what

Freud insists on as the restitution of continuity in the subiect's motiva-

tions makes itself clear to us. An operational examination of this obiec-

tive shows us in eflect that it cannot be satisfied except in the inter-

subjective continuity of the discourse in which the subiect's history is

constituted.
For instance, the subiect may vaticinate on his history under the

influence of one or other of those drugs that anaesthetize the conscious-

ness and which have been christened in our day "Truth serum5"-xg

unerring contr€sem that reveals all the irony inherent in Language' But

precisely because it comes to him through an alienated form' even a

retransmission of his own recordecl discourse, be it from the mouth of

his own doctor, cannot have the same efiects as psychoanalytic inter-

locution.

It is therefore in the position of a third term that the Freudian dis-

covery of the unconscious becomes clearly illuminated, revealing its true

grounding. This discovery can be simply formulated in the following

terms:

The unconscious is that part of the concrete discourse in so far as it is

transindividual, which is not at the disposition of the subiect to re-

establish the continuity of his conscious discourse.s0

This disposes of the paradox presented by the concept of the uncon-

scious if it is related to an individual reality. For to reduce this concept

to unconscious drives is to resolve the paradox only by ignoring the

experience which shows clearly that the unconscious participates in the

functions of ideation, and even of thought-as Freud plainly insisted

i Even if hc is speaking "off," or "to the wings." He addresses himself to ce

(grand) Autre [i.e. to that other with a big 'o;] whose theoretical basis I have

consolidated since this was written and which bids a certain epochE in the rcsump-

tion of the term to which I limited myself at that time: that of "intersubiectivity"

(1966). [Cf. translator's note 49.]
k I borrow these terms from the late Edouard Pichon who, both in the indications

he gave for the development of our discipline and in those which guided him in

p.o[l.', dark place., sho*ed a divination that I can attribute only to his practice

of semantics.
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rvhen, not being able to avoid a conjunction of conrrary rerms in the
cxpression "unconscious thoughtr" sl he bestowed on it the sacramental
irrvocation: sit uenia aerbo. In any case we obey him by throwing the
lrlame, in effect, on the uerbe, but on that uerbc which is realized in the
<liscourse which runs from mouth to mourh-like the hidden object in
lrunt-the-slipper-so as to confer on the act of the subject who receives
its message, the sense which makes of this acr an act of his history and
which confers on him his Truth.

Flence the objection. that is raised against the notion of unconscious
t hought as a conrradiction in terms, by r psychology nor yet properly
lreed from formal logic, falls to the ground with the facr of the dis-
tirtction of the psychoanalytical domain insofar as rhis field reveals the
rcality of the discourse in its auronomy. And the psychoanalyst's eppur
ri muoue! shares its incidence with Galileo's; an incidence which is not
rlr:rt of factual experience, but thar of the experimentum mentis.

The unconscious is that chapter of my history which is marked by 
^Irlank or occupied by a falsehood: it is the censored chapter. But the

'l 'ruth can be found again; it is mosr often already written down else-
rvhe re. That is to say:
-in monuments: this is my body-that is to say, rhe hysterical nucleus

,,f the neurosis where the hysterical symptom reveals the structure of
.r Language and is deciphered like an inscription which, once recovered,
r:rn without serious loss be destroyed;
-in archival documents also: these are my childhood memories, just

.rs impenetrable as are such docurnents when I do not know their source;
-in semantic evolution: this corresponds to the stock of words and

.r.ceptations of my own particular vocabularyr ss it does to my style of
lrf 'c and to my character;

i' traditions as well, and not only in them but also in the legends
rvlrich, in a heroicized form, trhnsport my history;
-:tnd lastly, in the traces which are inevitably preserved by the distor-

rrons necessitated by the linking of the adulterated chapter to the chap-
fcrs surrounding it, and whose meaning wil l be re-established by my
, 'xcgesis.62

'l 'hc student who has the idea that reading Freud in order to under-
rt;rrr<l Frcud is prcferable to reading Mr. Fenichel-an idea rare enough,
rr is tnre, for our tcaching to havc to busy itself spreading it about-
rv i l l  rcal ize,  ot)ce hc scts: tbout i t ,  that  wh:r t  I  havc just  said has so l i t t le
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originalityr ev€n in its verve, that there appears in it not a single meta-

phJ. thnt Freud's works do not repeat with the frequency of a leitmotil

in which the very fabric of the work is revealed'

At every instant of his practice from then on, he will be more easily

able to grasp the fact that these metaphors, in the manner of the nega-

tion whose doubling annuls it, lose their metaphorical dimension' and

he will recognize that this is so because he is operating in-the.charac-

teristic domain of the metaphor, which is but the synonym for the sym-

bolic displacement brought into play in the symptom'58

After that he will betier be abie to {orm an opinion of the Imaginary

displacement which motivates the works of Mr. Fenichel, by measuring

the difference in consistency and technical efficacy between reference to

the supposedly organic stages of individual development and research

into the parricular events of a subiect's history. The diflerence is pre-

cisely tt 
"t 

which separates authentic historical research from the so-

called laws of history, of which it can be said that every age frnds its

own philosopher to difluse them according to the prevailing scale of

values.
This is not to say that there is nothing to be gathered from the differ-

ent meanings uncovered in the general march of history along the path

which runs from Bossuet (|acq,ies Bdnigne) to Toynbee (Arnold), and

which is punctuated by the edifrces o[ Auguste comte and Karl Marx'

Everyone knows very well that they are worth as little for directing

research into the recent past as they are for making any reasonable

presumptions about the events of tomorrow. Besides, they are modest

enough to postpone their certitudes until the day after tomorrow and

not too prudish either to admit the retouching which permits predic-

tions about what happened yesterday'

If therefore their role is somewhat too slender for the advancement of

science, their interest however lies elsewhere: in their very considerable

role as ideals. It is this which prompts me to make a distinction between

what might be called the primary and the secondary functions of his-

torization.
For to say of psychoanalysis or of history that, considered as sciences'

they are both ,ciences of the particular, does not mean that the facts

they deal with are purely accidental, or simply factitious, and that their

ultimate value is reducible to the brute asPect of the trauma'

. : '  THE FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE IN PSYCHOANALYSIS

Irvents are engendered in a primary historization. In other words,
lristor/ is already producing itself on the stage where it will be played
.ut oDCe it has been written down, both within the subject and outside
Ir im.6a

At such and such a period, some riot or other in the Faubourg Saint-
r\ntoine is lived by its actors as a victory or defeat of the Parlement or
rlrc Court; at another, as a victory or defeat of the proletariat or the
l',rrrrgeoisie. And although it is "the peoples" (to borrow an expression
lr om the Cardinal de Retz) who foot its bill, it is not at all the same
lristorical event-I mean that the two events do not leave the same sort
,,1' rnemory behind in men's minds.

'l'his is to say that, with the disappearance of the reality of the Parle-
nr('r)t and the Court, the first event will return to its traurnatic value,
.r,lrnitting a progressive and authentic effacement, unless its sense is
,l<'liberately revived. Whereas the memory of the second event will re-
rrr.rin very much alive even under censorship-in the same way that the
,,rrrrresia of repression is one of the most lively forms of memory-as
l,rrrg:rs there are men to place their revolt under the command of the
\rruggle for the coming to political power of the proletariat, that is to
\,ry, rncn for whom we can assume that the key words of dialectical
rrr . r t r : r ia l ism have a meaning.

;\t this point it would be too much to say that I was about to carry
tltcse remarks over into the field of psychoanalysis, since they are there
.rlrc:r<ly, and since the disentanglement which they bring about in psy-
, lr,,:rnalysis between the technique of deciphering the unconscious and
rlr" thcory of instincts-ro say nothing of the theory of drives-goes
rr  r l l rout  saying.

Whut we teach the subject to recognize as his unconscious is his his-
r'r y -that is to salr we help him to perfect the contemporary historiza-
t'rt of the facts which have already determined a certain number of
rlrc historical "turning points" in his existence. But if they have played
rlrrr rolc, it is already as facts of history, that is to say, insofar as they
l',rvc bcctr recognized in one particular sense or censored in a certain
, , t  r  lc f  .

'l lrrrs, cvcry fixation at a so-called instinctual stage is above all a
lrrrr.ric:rl sc:rr: a page of shame that is forgotten or undone, or a page
,,1 ;i lory which compels. I lur what is forgotten is recalled in acts, and
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undoing-what-has-been-done is opposed to what is said elsewhere' iust as

obligation perperuares in the symlol the very mirage in which the sub-

iect found himself traPPed'

To put it briefly, the instinctual stages' when they are being lived,

are alread y organi'zed in subjectivity. And to Put it clearly, the subjec'

tivity of ,f,. .lrita who registers as defeats and victories the heroic

chronicle of the training oi hit sphincters, taking pleasure throughout

it in the Imaginary sexualization of his cloacal orifices, turning his ex-

cremental expulsions into aggressions, his retentions into seductions' and

his movemenrs of release into symbols-this subiectivity is not funda-

mentally difierent from the subiectivity of the psychoanalyst 
-who 

in

order to understand them, tries his skilt at reconstituting the forms of

love which he calls Pregenital'
In other words, ih. 

-rrrnl 
stage is no less purely historical when it is

lived than when it is reconsriruted in thought, nor is it less purely

founded in intersubjectivity. on the other hand, seeing it as a momen-

tary halt in what is claimed to be a maturing of the instincts leads even

the best minds straight off the track, to the point that there is seen in

it the reproduction in ontogenesis of a sta8e of the animal phylum which

is to be looked fo, .*o1g threadworms, even iellyfish-a speculation

which, ingenious as it may be when penned by Balint, l_eads in other

places ,o ih. most inconsistent daydreams, or.even to the folly that goes

looking in the protistum for the imaginary blueprint of breaking and

.nt.ririg the boiy, fear of which is supposed to control feminine sexual'

ity. why ,ro, .o.,r.quently look for the image of the moi in the shrimp,

under the prete*, ,h", both acquire a new carapace after shedding the

old?
Somewhere between 1910 and 1920, a certain )aworski constructed a

beautiful system in which the "biological plan" could be found right

up to the confines of culture, and which actually sought to furnish the

order of Crustacea with a historical counterpart at some period or othcr

of the later Middle Ages, if I remember rightly, under the label of a

common florescence of armor-and left no animal form without 
^

human respondent, not excepting molluscs and bedbugs.

Analogy is not metaphor, and ih. ,rr. that philosophers of nature have

made of it calls for the genius of a Goethe, but even his example is uot

encouraging. Nothing is more repugnant to the spirit of our disciplinc'

and it was by delif,erately k..pittg away from analogy that Fretrcl
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opened up the right way to the interpretation of dreams and with it,
to the concept of analytic symbolism. Analytic symbolism, I insist, is
strictly opposed to analogical thinking, whose dubious tradition resuks
in the fact that some people, even in our own ranks, still consider it to be
part and parcel of our method.

This is why excessive excursions into thc ridiculous must be put to
use for their eye-opening value, since by opening our eyes to the absurd-
iry of a theory, they will bring our attention to bear on dangers that
have nothing theoretical about them.

This mythology of the maturing of the instincts; built out of selections
from the works of Freud, actually engenders spiritual * problems whose
vapor' condensing into nebulous ideals, returns to inundate the original
myth with its showers. The best writers set their wits to postularing
formulae which will satisfy the requirements of the mysterious "genital
love" 65 (there are some notions whose strangeness adapts itself better
to the parenthesis of a borrowed term), and they initial their atternpt
with the avowal of a non liquet. However, nobody appears very much
disturbed by the tnalaise which resultsl and it can be seen rather as
matter fit to encourage all the Miinchhausens of psychoanalytical normal-
ization to pull themselves up by the hair in the hope of attaining the
paradise of the full realization of the genital object, indeed of the object,
period.

If we, being psychoanalysts, are well placed to be acquainted with the

I)ower of words, this is no reason to turn it to account in the sense of
the insoli.rble, nor for "binding heavy burdens and grievous ro be borne,
:rnd laying them on men's shoulders," as Christ's malediction is ex-
pressed to the Pharisees in the text of Saint Matthew.

In this way the poverry of the terms in which we rry to enclose a
subjective* problem may leave a great deal to be desired for parricu-
larly exacting spirits, should they ever compare these terms to those
rvhich structured in their very confusion the ancient quarrels centered
:rrnund Nature and Grace.r Thus this poverty may well leave them
:rJrprehensive concerning the quality of the psychological and sociological

I f Atf dcd 1966 l Tlris refcrence to the aporia of Christianity announced a more
l trccise one in its fanser:ist culmen: a reference to Pascal in fact, whose wager, sti l l
i r t t r tct ,  force<l  nrc to t rke the whole quest ion up again in order to get at  what i t
( ' ( )nccals whic l r  is  incst inrablc for  psychoanalysis-at  th is date ( |une, 1966) st i l l  in
rc\( ' rvc.  {Pascrt l 's  "p:rr i "  on t l rc " in6ni-r icn" is to be found in Pcnsde #233 of  the
I t r r r r rsclrv icr ;  ccl i r ion,  #451 <t f  t l re pl i iacle edir ion. ]
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results that one may expect from their use. And it is to be hoped that a

berter appreciation of the functions of the logos will dissipate the

mysteries of our phantastic charismata.

To confine ourselves to a more lucid tradition, perhaps we shall under-

srand the celebrated maxim in which La Rochefoucauld tells us that

"il y a des gens qui n'auraient iamais 6t6 amoureux, s'ils n'avaient iamais

entendu parler de l'amourr" 56 not in the Romantic sense of an entirely

Imaginary "bringing to realization" of love which would make of this

remark a bitter obiection on his part, but as an authentic recognition of

what love owes to the symbol and of what the Word entails of love.

In any event one has only to go back to the works of Freud to gauge

to what secondary and hypothetical place he relegates the theory of

instincts. The theory cannot in his eyes stand for a single instant against

the least important particular fact of a history, he insists, and the genital

narcissismd? which he invokes when he stJms up the case of the Wol[

Man shows us well enough the disdain in which he holds the constituted

order of the libidinal stages. Going even further, he evokes the instinc-

tual conflict in his summing-up only to steer away from it immediately

and to recognize in the symbolic isolation of the "I am not castrated"

in which the subiect asserts himself, the compulsive form in which his

heterosexual choice remains riveted, in opposition to the eflect of homo-

sexualizing capture undergone by the moi traced back to the Imaginary

marrix of the primal scene. This is in truth the subjective conflict, in

which it is only a question of the vicissitudes of subjectivity in so far

as the " je" wins and loses against the "moi" at the whim of religious

catechizing or of the indoctrinating Auf ftliirung, a conflict whose effects

Freud made the subject bring to realization through his help before

explaining them to us in the dialectic of the Oedipus complex.

It is in the analysis of such a case that one sees clearly that the tealiza-

tion of perfect love is not a fruit of nature but of grace-that is to say'

the fruit of an intersubiective accord imposing its harmony on the torn

and riven nature which supports it.

"But what on earrh is this subfect then that you keep battering our

understanding with?" finally protests some impatient listener. "Haven't

we already learned thc lesson from Monsieur de La Palicess that every-

thing experienced by the individual is subfective?"

Naive lips, whose praise will occuPy my final days' oPen yourselvcs

again to hear me. No need to close your eves. The subiect goes a long
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way beyond what is experienced "subjectively" by the individual, ex-
:rctly as far as the Truth he is able to attain, and which perhaps will
fall from those lips you have already closed again. yes, this Truth of
his history is not all of it contained in his script, and yer rhe place is
rnarked there by the painful shocks he feels from knowing only his own
lines, and not simply rhere, but also in pages whose disorder gives him
little by way of comfort.

That the unconscious is the discourse of the otherbe is what appears
('ven more clearly than anywhere else in the studies which Freud devoted
to what he called telepathy, insofar as it manifests itself in the conrexr
,r[ an analytic experience. This is the coincidence of the subject's re-
rrr:rrks with facts about which he cannot have information, bur which
.'till bestir themselves in the liaisons of another experience in which the
\:trrle psychoanalyst is the interlocutor-a coincidence moreover con-
.'rituted most often by an entirely verbal, even homonymic, convergence,
,,r which, if it includes an act, is concerned with an "acting out" uo by
.rrc of the analyst's other patients or by a child of the person being
.rrr:rlyzed who is also in analysis.sl It is a case of resonance in the com-
rrrrrrt icating networks of discourse, an exhaustive study of which would
tlrrrw light on the analogous facts presented by everyday life.

'l'lrc omnipresence of the human discourse will perhaps one day be
,'rrrlrraced under the open sky of an omnicommunication of its rext.
l lris is nor to say rhar the discourse will be any more in harmony with

rt tlr:rn now. But that is the 6eld which our experience polarizes in a
rr' l ,rt i<rn which is only apparently two-way, for any positing of its struc,
ttrt<'irr merely dual terms is as inadequate to it in theory as it is ruinous
l , , r  i rs technique.62
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Sl,rnbol and,Language

TiTv d.pfiv I z rlr Ad,<), i,prr,.
(Gospel according to Saint |ohn, VIII, 25.)

" Do c'rostutord puz zles."

(Advicc to the young psychoanalyst.)

,-r(
I o pick up the thread of my argument again, let me repeat that it is

lry the reduction of the history of the particular subject that psychoanaly-
\r\ touches on relational Gestalten which analysis extrapolates into a
r.gular process of development. But I also rppeat that neither genetic

I'rychology nor diflerential psychology, on both of which analysis may
tluow light, is within its compass, because both require experimental
,,rr,l observational conditions which are related to those of analysis only
I 'v  homonymy.

'l'o go even further: what stands out as psychology in the rough in
r,nuiloo experience (which is confused with sensuous experience only
l'1' thc professional of ideas)-that is to say, the wonder which surges
l,,rl lr during some momentary suspension of daily care from whatever
I r\ lhat matches the clashing colors of living beings in a disparity going

I'cy,ttcl that of the grotesques of a Leonardo or of a Goya, or the surprise

'r'lrr,'h the density proper to a parricular person's skin opposes to the
r .r ('\S of an exploring hand still animated by the thrill of discovery with-

'rr yct being blunted by desire-all this, it may well be said, is done
.,\\',ry with in an experience which cannot be bothered with such caprices
,,,,1 rvhich sets itself obstinately against such mysteries.os

\ lrsych<lanalysis normally proceeds to its termination without reveal-
rr1' r. us vcry much of what our patient derives in his own right from

lrr'. l ,.11licular sensitivity to colors or calamities, from the quickness of
lr ' . r 'r.rsP of things or the urgency of his weaknesses of the flesh, from
lr ' .  pr , \v( ' r  to rctair t  or  to invent- in short  f rom the vivaci ty of  h is tastes.

l l r is  p:rr : r t lox is only ln al) l ) : l rcnt  one and is not due to any personal
' l '  l r ,  t t ' r t t 'y ,  :utc l  i f  i t  is  possiblc to basc i t  on thc negat ive condi t ions of
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our experience, it simply presses us a little harder to examine that ex-
perience for what there is in it that is positive.

For this paradox does not become resolved in the efforts of certain
people-like the philosophers mocked by Plato for being driven by
their appetite for the Real to go about embracing trees-who tend to
take every episode in which that fleeting reality puts forth its shoots for
the lived reaction of which they show themselves so fond. For these are
the very people who, making their objective what lies beyond Language,
react to our rule of "Don't touch" by a sort of obsession. Keep going in
that direction, and I dare say the last word in the transference reaction
will be a reciprocal sniffing between analyst and subject. I am not exag-
gerating: nowadays a young analyst-in-training, after two or three years
of fruitless analysis, can actually hail the long-awaited arrival of the
object relation in such an action between him and his subjecr, and can
reap as a result of it the dignus est intrare6a of our approval, guarantee
of his abil it ies.

If psychoanalysis can become a science-for it is not yet one-and if
it is not to degenerate in its technique-and perhaps that has already
happened-we must get back to the meaning of its experience.

To this end, we can do no better than to return to the work of
Freud. For an analyst to point out that he is a practitioner of the tech-
nique does not give him sufficient authority, from the fact that he does
not understand a Freud III, to challenge the latter in the name of a
Freud II whom he thinks he understands. And his very ignorance of
Freud I is no excuse for considering the five great psychoanalyses as a
series of case studies as badly chosen as they are badly expressed, how-
ever marvelous he thinks it that the grain of truth hidden within them
ever managed to survive.-

Take up the work of Freud again at the Traumdeutung to remind
yourself that the dream has the structure of a sentence or, rather, to
stick to the letter of the work, of a rebus; rhat is to say, it has the struc-
ture of a form of writin g, oI which the child's dream represents the
primordial ideography and which, in the adult, reproduces the simul-
taneously phonetic and symbolic use of signifying elements,os which can
also be found both in the hieroglyphs of ancient Egypt and in the char-
acters still used in China.66

m This remark comes from one of the psychoanalysts the most interested in this
debate (1966).
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But even this is no more than the deciphering of the instrument. Therrnportanr part begins with rhe rransl"tLn of the text, the impormnt
lxrrt which Freud teils us is given in the [verbalJ elaboration of the
'lream-in other words, in its rhetoric. Elipsis and preonasm, hyper-lr:rroo or syllepsis, regression, repetition, apposition-these are the syn-trrctical displacements; metaphor, .rt..h..rir, antonomasis, ailegory,rrlctonymy, and synecdoche-these are the semantic condensationss? inrvhich Freud teaches us to read the intenrions-ostentatious or demon-rrr':rrive, dissimulating or persuasive, retariatory or seductive_out ofr'hich the subject modurares his oneiric discourse.

we know that he laid it clown as a rule that the expression of a desirerrrus[ always be sought in the dream. But ret us be sure what he meantI'v this. If Freud admits, as the motive of a dream apparentry contraryt' his thesis, the very desire to contradict him on the prrt of the subjectr'hom he had tried to convince of his theory,n how courd he fail to admittlrc same motive for himself from the moment that, from his having
'rrrived.at this point, it was from another that his own law came back
r ( )  I l l IT l  l ,

'l 'o put it in a nutshell, nowhere does it appear more crearry that man,s
'lt'sirc finds its meaning in the desire of the other, not so much becauserlr. orher holds the key ro the object desired, as because the first object,'l rlesire is to be recognized by the other.€8

Moreover, we all surery know from experience that from the rnomentrlr'rr rhe analysis becomes engaged in the path of transference-and for
'r' it is the index that this has taken pr"..-.nch dream of the parient
"'r;.rires to be interpreted as a provocation, a masked avowaTror a diver-rr,rr, blr its reladon to the analydc discourse; and that i, proportion torlr<' I)rogress of the analysis, his dreams invariably become more andItr()rc reduced to the function of elernents in the dialogue being realizedrr  r  rhc analysis.

lrr the case of the psychoparhology of everyday life,6e another area
' , r rst 'cratcd by the work of  Freud, i t  is  c lear,hn,.u.ry parapraxis is a
"'r" 't 's'sful discourse-one rnight call i t a nicely turned ..phrase,,-and
'lr 'rr irr the lapsus it is the muzzring effect or g',ag which hinges on the

" 
"r'c 

()cgcnu'unschrraume 
in the Trau,md.eutung, GW, pp. 15G57 andpp. 163-64;

," , ' ' " r ' : r , ; , : . r , ,  
I idt t iot t , lV,  l5 l  arc l  157-5g; I ; rc 'c^ i r "nr lot i 'or , ,  cd.  Atcan, p.  140 ancl
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word, and exactly from the right angle for its word to be sufficient to the

wise.

But let us go straight to the part where the book goes into chance

and the beliefs which it .ng.rriers, and especially to the facts where

Freud applies himself to showing the subiective efficacy of number as-

sociations left to the fortune of I ,.rrrdo* choice or to the luck of the

draw. Nowhere do the dorninating structures of the psychoanalytical do-

main reveal themselves better than in this success of his' And the appeal

made in passing to unknown intellectual mechanisms is no more in this

insrance than his distressed excuse {or the total confidence he placed in

the symbols, a confrdence which falters as the result of being iustified

beyond all limits.

If for a symptom to be admitted as such in psychoanalytical psycho-

pathology-whetheraneurot icsymptomornot_Freudinsistsonthe

minimum of overdetermination constituted by a double meaning (symp-

tom of a conflict long dead aPart from its function in a no less symbolic

present conflict), and if he has taught us to follow the ascending ramifica-

tion of the symbolic lineage in the text of the patient's free associations'

in order to locate and mark in it the points where its verbal forms

intersect with the nodal points of its structure, then it is already com-

pletely clear that the symPtom resolves itself endrely in a Language

analysis, because the symptom itself is structured like a Language' b9-

cause the symptom is a Language from which the Word must be liberated'?o

It is to those who have not inquired very far into the nature of Lan-

guage that the experience of number association will show immediately

what musr b. grrrp.d here-that is, the combinatory power which is the

agent of its oriuigui,ies-and they will recognize in this the very main-

spring of the unconscious'

In fact, if from the numbers obtained by cutting up the sequence of

the figures in the chosen number, if from their uniting by all the opera-

tions of arithmetic, even from the repeated division of the original num-

ber by one of the numbers split off from it-if the numbers resultingo

o In order to appreciate the fruit of these procedures, the reader should acquaint

himself thoroughly with the notes which I have circulated since this was written'

taken from Emile Borel's book Ir Hasard, notes on the commonplace triviality of

what one obtains in this way which is "remarkable," after beginning from some

number or other (1966).
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from these operations, among all the numbers in the actual history of

the subject, prove to be symbolizing numbers, it is because they were al-

ready latent in the choice from which they began. And if after this the

idea that it was the figures themselves which determined the destiny of

the subject is refuted as superstitious, we are forced to admit that it is

in the order of existence of their combinations, that is to say, in the

concrete Language which they represent, that everything lies which

analysis reveals to the subject as his unconscious.

We shall see that philologists and ethnographers reveal enough to us

about the sureness of combination which is established in the completely

unconscious systems with which they deal * for them to find nothing
surprising in the proposition advanced here.

But if anybody should still be in doubt about the validity of my re-
marks, I would appeal once more to the testimony of the man who, since
he discovered the unconscious, is not entirely without credentials to

<lesignate its place ; he will not fail us.
For, however neglected by our interest-and for good reason-/e

Mot d'Esprit et (InconscientTt remains the most unchallengeable of his
rvorks because it is the most transirarent, in which the efiect of the un-

conscious is demonstrated to us in its most subtle confines. And the face

rvhich it reveals to us is that of the spirit in the ambiguity conferred on
it by Language, where the other side of its regalian power is the
" pointe" t' by which the whole of its order is annihilated in an instant
-the pointe, in fact, where its creative activity unveils its absolute

rgratuitousness, where its domination over the Real is expressed in the
.lrallenge of non-sense, where hurnour, in the malicious gracc of the
rrltrit libre, symbolizes a Truth that has not said its last word.

We must accompany Freud through the admirably compelling detours
,,[ this book on his promenade in this chosen garden of bitterest love.

I-lere all is substance, all is pearl.?3 The spirit that lives as an exile in
tlrc creation whose invisible support it is, knows that it is at every instant
thc rnaster capable of annihilating it. Not even the most despised of all
r lrr: forms of this hidden royalty-haughty or perfidious, dandylike or
,lt ' lr<'nnaire-but Freud can make their secret luster gleam. Stories of
tlr;rt clerided Eros figure, and like him born of penury and pain: the
nr;rrri:rgc broker on his rounds of the ghettos of Moravia at the service
,,1 thc rif lrafl whosc avidity he discreetly guides-and who suddenly
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discomfits his client with the illuminating non-sense of his 6nal reply'

..He who lets the truth escaPe like that," comments Freud' "is in reality

hrppy to throw ofi the mask"'?4

It is Truth in fact which throws off the mask in his words' but only

in order for the spirit to take on another and more deceiving one: the

sophistrywhichisorr lyastratagem,thelogicwhichinthiscaseisonly

a decoy, the comic ,elief itself which t.r,d, only to dazzle' The spirit is

always somewhere else. "wit in fact entails such a subiective condition-

ality . . . : wit is only what I accept as such,'' ?5 continues Freud, who

know, what he is talking about'76

Nowhere is the intention of the individual more evidently surpassed

by what the subiect finds-nowhere does the distinction which I make

between the individual and the sublect make itself better understood-

since not only is it necessary that there have been something foreign to

me in what I found for me to take pleasure in it, but it is also necessary

that it remain this way for this nr.,a to hit its markJT This taking its

place from the necessity, so clearly marked 
. 
by Freud, of the third

listener, always ,.rppor.i, and from the fact that the mot d'espril does

not lose its power in i,, transmission into indirect speech' In short' point'

irg the amboceptor-illuminated by the pyrotechnics of the "word"

exploding in a supreme alacrity-towards the locus of the otherJs

There is only 
jr,. ,.rrot fo, wit to fall flat: the platitude of the Truth

which comes out.

Now this concerns our problem directly. The present disdain for re-

search inro the language o? ,yrrrbols-which can be seen by a glance at

the summaries of our publications before and after the l920's-corresponds

in our discipline to nothing less than a change of obiect, whose tendency

to align itself at the most commonplace leveiof communication' in order

ro come into line with the new obiectives proposed for the psychoanalyti-

cal technique, is perhaps responsible {or the rather gloomy balance

sheet which the most lucid writers have drawn up of its results'B

How would the word, in fact, be able to exhaust the sense o[ the word

or, to put it better, with the oxford logical positivists, the meaning of

meaning-except in the act which ..,g..rd.'s iti Thus Goethe's reversal

of its presence 
", 

,h. origin of things,I'I' the beginning was the action"'

is itself reversed in its turn: it *^", certainly the uerbe that was in the

p See: C. I. Oberndorf, "Unsatisfactory Results of Psychoanalytic Therapy"' Psycho'

analYtic QuarterlY, XlX, 393407'
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beginning, and we live in its creation, but it is the action of our spirit

which continues that creation by constantly renewing it. And we can

only turn back on that action by letting ourselves constantly be pushed

further ahead by it.?e
I shall try it myself only in the knowledge rhat that is its way

No one is supposed to be ignorant of the law; this formula taken direct

from the heavy-handed humor of our Code of Justice nevertheless ex-

I)resses the Truth in which our experience is grounded and which our

cxperience confirms. No man is actually ignorant of it, since the law of

man has been the law of Language since the first words of recognition

lrresided over the first gifts-although it took the detestable Danaoi who

c.rme and fed over the sea for men to learn to fear deceiving words ac-

companying faithless gifts. Until that time, for the pacific Argonauts-
trniting the islets of the community with the bonds of a symbolic com-

rrrerce-these gifts, their act and their objects, their erection into signs,

.rnd even their fabrication, were so much part of the Word that they

\vere designated by its name.q
Is it with its gifts or else with the passwords which accord to them

rheir salutary non-sense that Language, with the law, begins? For these

riifts are already symbols, in the sense that symbol means pact and that
rhcy are 6rst and foremost signifiers of the pact which they constitute as

'isnified, as is plainly seen in thc fact that the obiects of symbolic ex-
.lr:rnge-pots made to remain empty, shields too heavy to be carried,

'lrcafs of wheat that wither, lances stuck into the ground-all are destined
.rrrcl intended to be useless, if not simply superfuous because of their
. r l r r rndance.so

'l'his neutralization of the signifier is the whole of the nature of
l.:rnguage. On this assessment, one could see the beginning of it among
.,,':r swallows, for instance, during the mating parade, materialized in the
lrsh which they pass between each other from beak to beak. And if the
.rlrologists are right in seeing in this the instrument of a general setting
ur rnovement of the group which could be called the equivalent of a

l,:rc, thcy would be completely justified in recognizing it as a symbol.
It can bc see n that I do not shrink from seeking the origins of sym-

I'r l ic l>chavior outsidc the human sphere. But this is certainly not to be
rlrnc by way of an elalroration of thc sign. It is on this path that Mr.

' t  \cc, : r r r f ( )nN ol l rcrs ' .  I ) r t  Kanto,  l ry M:rrrr icc l ,cct t l r ; r r ( l t ,  c l laptcrs IX an<l  X.
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]ules H. Massermann," after so many others, has set of[, and I shall stop

here for an instant, not only because of the knowing tone which ac-

companies his proceedings, but also because of the welcome which his

work has found arnong the editors of our official journal. In conformity

with a tradition borrowed from employment agencies, they never neglect

anything that might provide our discipline with "good references."

Think of it-here we have a man who has reproduced neurosis ex-

pe-ri-men-tal-ly in a dog tied down to a table, and by what ingenious

methods: a bell, the plate of meat which it announces, and the plate of

potatoes which arrives instead; you can imagine the rest. He will cer-

tainly not be one, at least so he assures us, to let himsetf be taken in by

the "ample ruminations," as he puts it, that philosophers have devoted

to the problem of Language. Not him, he's going to grab it from your

throat.

We. are told that a raccoon can be taught by a judicious conditioning

of his reflexes to go to his feeding trough when he is presented with a

card on which his menu is listed. We are not told whether it shows the

various prices, but the convincing detail is added that if the service dis-

appoints him, he comes back and rips up the card which promised too

much, just as an irritated woman might do with the letters of an un-

faithful lover (sic).

This is one of the supporting arches of the bridge over which the

author carries the road which leads from the signal 81 to the symbol. It is

a rwo-way road, and the return trip from the symbol to the signai is il-

lustrated by no less imposing works of art.

For if you associate the projection of a bright light into the eyes of a

human subject with the ringing of a bell, and then the ringing alone to

the command: "Contract,"t 'yot wil l succeed in getting the subiect to

make his pupils contract just by giving the order himself, then by mutter-

ing it, and eventually iust by thinking it-in other words you will ob-

tain a reaction of the nervous system called autonomous because it is

usually inaccessible to intentional efiects. Thus, if we are to believe this

writer, Mr. Hudgins "has created in a group of subiects a highly in-

dividualized configuration of related and visceral reactions from the

'idea-symbol':83 'Contractr' a response that could be referred back through

their individual experiences to an apparently distant source, but in reality

rfules H. Massermann, "Language Behaviour and Dynamic Psychiatry," IIP (1944>,
I and 2, pp. I-8.
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basically physiological-in this example, simply the prorecrion of the
retina against an excessively bright light." And the author concludes:
"The significance of such experiments for psychosomatic and linguistic
research does not even need further elaboration.',

For my Part, I would have been curious to learn whether subiects
trained in this way also react to the enunciation of the same syllables in
the expressions: "marriage contractr" "bridge contractr" "breach of con-
tract," 84 or even to the word "contract" progressively reduced to the
articulation of its first syllable: contract, contrac, conrra, conrr . . . . The
control experiment required by strict scientific method would then be
oflered all by itself as the French reader murmured this syllable berween
his teeth, even though he would have been subjected ro no conditioning
other than that of the bright light projected on the problem by Mr.
Jules H. Massermann. Then I would ask this author whether the effects
observed in this way among conditioned subjecrs still appeared to dispose
so easily of further elaboration. For either the effects would not be pro-
cluced any longer, thus revealing that they do not $epend even condi-
tionally on the semanteme, or else they would continue to be produced,
posing thc question of the limits to be assigned to it.

In other words, they would cause the distinction of signifier and
signified, so blithely confused by the author in the English term ,,idea-

symbol," to appear in the very instrument of the word. And without
rreeding to examine the reactions of subjects conditioned by the com-
rnand "Don't contractr" or even by the entire conjugation of the verb
"to contractr" I could draw the author's attention to the fact that what
,lefines any element whatever of a language as belonging to Language,
is that, for all the users of this language, this element is distinguished as
such in any given set made up of homologous elements.sb

The result is that the particular effects of this element of Language are
intimately linked to the existence of the set or whole, anterior to any
Possible liaison with any particular experience of the subject. Consider-
ing this last liaison to be exterior to any reference to the first, consists
sirnply in denying in this element the function proper to Language.

-fhis reminder of first principles might perhaps have saved our author,
irr his unequaled naivet6, from discovering the textual correspondence
,,f the grammatical categories of his childhood in the relationships of
r  r ' : r l i ty .

' l 'his monument of naivet6, in any case of a kind common enough in
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these matters, would not be worth so much attention if it were not the

achievement of a psychoanalyst, or rather of someone who fits into his

work as if by o..id.nt everything produced by 
" 

certain tendency in

psychoanalysis-in the name of the theory of the ego or of the technique

tf 
',n. 

analysis of defenses-everything, that is, which is the most con-

trary to the Freudian experienc.. ln ,hi, *"y the coherence of a sound

.orr..ption of Language 
"long 

with the maintenance of this concepdon

is reveale d a contrario. For Freud's discovery was that of the domain of

the incidence in the nature of man of his relations to the Symbolic order

and the tracing of their sense right back to the most radical instances of

symbolization in being. To misconstrue this Symbolic orderso is to con-

demn the discovery to oblivion, and the experience to ruin.

And I affirm-an affirmation that cannot be left out of the serious

intent of my present remarks-that it would seem to me preferable to

have the raccoon I mentioned sittilg in the armchair where' according to

our aurhor, Freud's timidity .onfi.r.d the analyst by putting him behind

the couch, rather than a "scientist" who discourses on the Word and

Language in the waY he has done'8?

For the raccoon, ,t l..rt, thanks to Jacques Pr6vert ("une pierre, deuX

maisons, trois ruines, quatre fossoyeurs, un lardin, des fleurs' un raton-

laveur,,),88 has entered th. po.ti. bestiary once and for all and participates

as such and in its essence in the commanding function of the symbol'

But that being resernbling us who professes, as he has done' a systematic

failure to recognize that Iunction, banishes himself from everything that

can be called into existence by it. From this point on, the quesdon of the

place to be assigned to our iriend in the classification of nature would

seem to me to b. simply that of an irrelevant humanism, if his discourse'

in its intersection with a technique of the Word which it is our respon-

sibility to watch over, were not ln fact too fruitful, even in engendering

sterile monstrosities within it. Let it be known therefore' since he also

prides himself on braving the reproach of anthropomorphism' that this is

the very last term I would ,rr. ,o say that he makes his own being the

measure of all things.

Let us return to our symbolic object, which is itself exffemely con-

sistent in its matter, even if it has lost the weight of its use' but whose

imponderable sense will cause displacements of some weight' Is it there

that the law and Language are to be found ? Perhaps not yet.

For even if there ,pp.rr.d among the sea swallows some big wheel of the
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t:olony who, by gulping down the symbolic fish before the. gaping beaks
,rf the others, were to inaugurate that exploitation of swallow by swallow
-a fantasy I once took pleasure in developing-this would nor be in any
rvay sufficient to reproduce among them that fabulous history, the image
,rf our own, whose winged epic kept us captive on Anatole France's
I)enguin Island; and there would still be something else needed to create
l "hirundinized" universe.

This "something else" completes the symbol and makes Language of
it. In order for the symbolic object liberated from its usage to become rhe
word liberated from the hic et nunc, the differentiation does not depend
otr its material quality as sound, but on its evanescenr being in which the
symbol finds the permanence of the concept.se

Through the word-already a presence made of absence-absence itself
comes to giving itself a name in that momenr of origin whose perpetual
rccreation Freud's genius derected in the play of the child. And from
this pair [of sounds] modulated on presence and absencee0-a coupling
rhat the tracing in'the sand of the single and the broken line of the
rnantic frwa of- China would also serve to constitute-rhere is born 

^Particular language's universe of sense in which the universe of things
rvil l  come into l ine.

Through that which takes on body only by being the trace of a nothing-
rress and whose support from that moment on cannot be impair.d, the
coucept, saving the duration of what passes by, engenders the thing.

For it is still not enough to say that the concept is the thing itself, as
:rny child can demonstrate against the scholar. It is the world of words
which creates the world of things-the things originally confused in the
hic et nunc of the all-in-the-process-of-becoming-by giving its concrete
lrcing to their essence, and its ubiquity to *hai has been from everlast-
irtg:er xrfip.a ds dei.e2

Man speaks therefore, but it is because the symbol has made him man.
Iiven if in fact overabundant gifts welcome the stranger who has intro-
tluced himself into the group and made himself known, the life of natural
sroups making up the community is subjected ro marriage ties which

'rder 
the direction and sense of the operation of the exchanlge of women,

:trtcl to the reciprocal exchanges of gifts and benefits determlned by these
rnarriagc ties: just as the Sironga Jlroverb says, a relative by maryiage is
:rrt elcphlnt's thigh.03 Thc nrarriagc tic is prcsided over by a preferential
, , r<lcr  whose law implying thc k inship r) : lmcs, l ike Language, is im-
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perative for the group in its forms, but unconscious in its structure. In

this structure whose harmony or impasses regulate the restricted or

generalized exchange discerned in it by the ethnologist, the startled

iheorerician finds the whole of the logic of combinations: thus the laws

of number-that is to say, the laws of the most refined of all symbols-

prove to be immanent in the original symbolism. At all events it is the

ii.hn.r, of the forms in which are developed what have been called the

elementary structures of kinship which make them legible in it' And

this gives food for thought: that it is perhaps only our uncotlsciousness

of their permanence which lets us go on believing in the freedom of

choice in the so-called complex structures of marriage ties under whose

law we live. If sratisrics have already let us glimpse that this freedom is

not exercised in a random manner, it is because a subjective logic orients

this freedom in its effects.

This is precisely where the Oedipus complex-insofar as we continue

to recognize it as covering the whole field of our exPerience with its

significationea-may be said, in this connection, to mark the limits that

our discipline assigns to subjectivity: that is to salr what the subject can

know of his unconscious Participation in the movement of the complex

structures of marriage ties, by verifying the symbolic effects in his indi-

vidual existence of the tangential movement towards incest which has

manifested itself ever since the coming of a universal community'

The primordial Law is therefore that which in regulating marriage

ties superimposes the kingdom of culture on that of nature abandoned

to rhe law of copulation. The interdiction of incest is only its subjective

pivot, revealed by the modern tendency to reduce to the mother and the

,ir,., the objects forbidden to the subiect's choice, although full licence

outside of these is not yet entirely open.

This law, therefore, is revealed clearly enough as identical to an order

of Language. For without kinship nominations, no power is capable of

instituting ih. ord., of preferences and taboos which bind and weave the

yarn of lineage down through succeeding generations. And it is indeed

the confusion of generations which, in the Bible as in all traditional laws,

is accused as being the abomination of the aerbe and the desolation of

the sinner.o6
We know in fact what ravages a falsified filiation can produce, going

as far as the dissociation of the subject's personalitY, when the constraint

of the environment is used to sustain its error. They may be no less
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when, as a result of a man having married the rnother of the woman of
whom he has had a son, the son will have for a brother a child who is
his mother's brother. But if he is later adopted-and the case is nor in-
vented-by the sympathetic couple formed by a daughter of his father's
previous marriage and her husband, he will find himself once again the
half-brother of his foster mother, and one can imagine the complex feel-
ings with which he will await the birth of a child who will be in this
recurring situation his brother and his nephew ar the same time.

As a matter of fact the simple falling out of step produced in the order
of generations by a late-born child of a second marriage, in which the
young mother finds herself the contemporary of an older brother, can
produce similar effects, as we know was the case of Freud himself.

This same function of symbolic identification through which primitive
man believes he reincarnates an ancestor with the same name-and which
even determines an alternating recurrence of characters in modern man
-therefore introduces in subjects exposed to these discordances in the
father relation a dissociation of the Oedipus relation in which the con-
stant source of its pathogenetic eflects must be seen. Even when in fact
it is represented by a single person, the paternal function concentrates in
itself both Imaginary and Real relations, always more or less inadequate
to the Symbolic relation which constitures ir essentially.

It is in the name of the lather rhat we musr recognize the support of
the Symbolic function which, from the dawn of history, has identified
his person with the figure of the law.06 This conceprion permits us to
distinguish clearly, in the analysis of a case, the unconscious effects of
this function from the narcissistic relations, or even from the Real rela-
tions which the subject sustains with the image and the action of the
l)erson who incarnates it; and there results from this a mode of compre-
hension which will tend to have repercussions on the very way in which
the intervcntions of the analyst are conducted. Practice has confirmed
its fecundity for me, as well as for the students whom I have introduced
to this method. And, both in supervising analyses and in commenting on
cases being demonstrated, I have often had the opportunity of emphasiz-
i'g the harmful confusion engendered by failure to recognize it.

Thus it is the virtue of the uerbc which perpetuates the movement of
thc Great Debt whose economics Rabelais, in a famous metaphor, cx-
tcnded to the stars themsclves. And we shall not be surprised that the
chapter in which, with the macaronic inversion of kinship names, he
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presents us with an anticipation of the discoveries of the ethnographers,

should reveal in him the substantific divination of the human mystery

which I am trying to elucidate here.s?

Identified *ith the sacred hau or with the omnipresent mana, the in-

violable Debt is the guarantee that the voyage on which wives and goods

are embarked will bring back to their point of departure in a never-

failing cycle other women and other goods, all carrying an identical

entitlt what L6vi-strauss calls symbole ztro, thus reducing the power of

la Parole to the form of an algebraic sign.es

Symbols in fact envelop the life of man in a network so total that they

join together, before he comes into the world, those who are going to

.rrg.nd., him "par I'os et par la chair"lse so total that they bring to his

bi;h, along with the gifts of the srars, if not with the gifts of the fairy

spirits, thelesign of his destiny; so total that they give the words which

will make him faithful or renegade, the law of the acts which will follow

him right to the very place where he rs not yet and beyond his death it-

self; and so total that through them his end finds its meaning in the

last judgment where the uerbe absolves his being or condemns it-except

he attain the subjective bringing to realization of being-for-death'10o

servitude and grandeur in which the living would be annihilated, if

desire did not pr.r.ru. its part in the interferences and pulsations which

the cycles of Language cause to converge on him, when the confusion of

tongues takes 
" 

hand and when the orders interfere with each other in

the tearing apart of the universal work.

But this desire itself, to be satisfied in man, requires that it be recog-

nized, by the accord of the Word or by the struggle for prestige' in the

symbol or in the ImaginarY.

What is at stake in a psychoanalysis is the advent in the subject of

that little reality which this desire sustains in him with respect to the

symbolic conflicts and Imaginary fixations as the means of their accord,

and our path is the intersubjective experience where this desire makes

itself recognized'1ol

From this point on it will be seen that the problem is that of the rela-

tionships of the Word and Language in the subject'

Three paradoxes in these relationships present themselves in our do-

main.
In madness, of whatever nature' we must rccognize on the one hand

the negative l iberty of a Worcl which has givcn up trying to tnekc itsclf
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recognized, or what we call an obstacle to transference, and, on the other
hand, we must recognize the singular formation of a delusion which-
fabulous, fantastic, or cosmological; interpretative, revindicating, or
idealist--objectifies the subject in a Language without dialectic.''102

The absence of the Word is manifested here by the stereotypes of a
discourse in which the subject, one might say, is spoken rather than
speaking:103 here we recognize the symbols of the unconscious in petri-
fied forms which find their place in a natural history of these symbols
next to the embalmed forms in which myths are presented in our story-
books. But it is an error to say that the subject takes on these symbols:
the resistance to their recognition is no less strong [in psychosis] than
in the neuroses when the subject is led into it by an endeavour of the
analyst in the process of the cure.roa

Let it be noted in passing rhar it would be worthwhile finding out
what places in social space our culture has assigned to these subjects,
especially as regards their assignment to social duties relating to Lan-
guage, for it is not unreasonable that there is at work here one of the
factors which consign such subjects to the effects of the breakdown pro-
duced by the symbolic discordances which characterize the complex
structures of civilization.

The second case is represented by the privileged domain of the psycho-
analytic discovery: that is, symptoms, inhibition, and anxiety in the
constituent economy of the different neuroses.

Here the Word is driven out of the concrete discourse which orders
the subject's consciousness, but it finds its support either in the natural
functions of the subject, insofar as an organic stimulus sers ofl that
biance of his individual being to his essence, which makes of the illness
the introduction of the living ro the existence of the subjectt'105-or else
in the images which organize at the limit of the (Jmtuelt and of the
I nnenutelt, their relational structuring.106

The symptom is here the signifier of a signified repressed from the

'Aphorism of Lichtenberg's: "A madman who imagines himself a prince differs
from the prince who is in fact a prince only because the former is a negative
lrrince, while the latter is a negative madman. Considered without their sign, they
.rre al ike."
t ' l 'o obtain an imtnediatc subjcctive confirmation of this remark of Hegel's, it is
cnough to l tave secn in the rcccnt [ rnyxomatosis]  epidemic a bl inded rabbi t  in the
rrr i t l t l le o[  a roacl ,  l i f t ing t l re cmpt iness of  l r is  v is ion changed into a /ood towards
t l rc set t i r rg sun: l rc w:rs l turrran to the point  <l f  thc t ragic.
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consciousness of the subject. A symbol written in the sand of the fesh

and on the veil of Maia, it participates in Language by the semantic

ambiguity which I have already emphasized in its constitution.lo?

But it is a Word in full flight, for the Word includes the discourse of

the other in the secret of its cipher.

It was by deciphering this Word that Freud rediscovered the primary

language of symbols,u still living on in the suffering of civilized man

(Das Unbehagen in der Kultur).

Hieroglyphics of hysteria, blazons of phobia, labyrinths of the Zuangs'

nenrose-charms of impotence, enigmas of inhibition, oracles of anxiety

-talking arms of character,' seals of self-punishment, disguises of perver-

sion-these are the hermetic elements tlrat our exegesis resolves, the

equivocations that our invocation dissolves, the artifices that our dialectic

absolves, in a deliverance of the imprisoned sense, which moves from

the revelation of the palimpsestlo8 to the given word of the mystery and

to the pardon of the Word.loe

Thc third paradox of the relation of Language to the Word is that of

the subject who loses his meaning and direction in the obiectifications of

the discourse. However metaphysical its definition may appear' we can-

not fail to recognize its presence in the foreground of our experience-

For here is the most profound alienation of the subject in our scientific

civilization, and it is this alienation that we encounter first of all when

the subject begins to talk to us about himself : hence, in order to entirely

resolve it, analysis should be conducted to the limits of wisdom.

To give an exemplary formulation of this, I could not find a more

pertinent ground than the usage of common speech-pointing out that

the "ce suis-je" of the time of Villon has become reversed in the "iest

moi" of modern man.llo

The moi of modern man, as I have indicated elsewhere, has taken on

its form in the dialectical impasse of the belle dme who does not recognize

his very own raison d'€tre in the disorder that he denounces in the

world.111

But a way out is offered to the subject for the resolution of that impasse

when his discourse is delusion. Communication can validly be established

for him in the common task of sciencellz and in the posts which it

u The lines before and after this term will show what I mean by it.

v Reich's error, to which I shall return, caused him to take armorial bearings f<lr

an armor. [See translator's note 109.]
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commands in our universal civilization; this communication will be
effective within the enormous obiectification constituted by that science,
and it will permit him to forget his subjectivity. He will be able to make
an efficacious contribution to the common task in his daily work and
will be able to furnish his leisure time with all the pleasures of a profuse
culture which, from detective novels to historical memoirs, from educa-
tional lectures to the orthopedics of group relations, will give him the
wherewithal to forget his own existence and his death, at the same time
es that to misconstrue the particular sense of his life in a false com-
rnunication.

If the subject did not rediscover in a regression---ofiten pushed right
lrack to the stade du miroir-the enclosure of a stage in which h\s moi
contains its Imaginary exploits, there would hardly be any assignable
limits to the credulity to which he must succumb in that situation. And
this is what makes our responsibility so redoubtable when, along with
the mythical manipulations of our doctrine, we bring him one more
opportunity to alienate himself, in the decomposed trinity of the ego, the
superego, and the id, for example.113

Here there is a Language-barrierlra opposed to the Word, and the

l)recautions against verbalism which are a theme of the discourse of the
"normal" man in our culture, merely serve to reinforce its thickness.

It might not be time wasted to measure its thickness by the statistically
rlctermined total of pounds of printed paper, miles of record grooves,
.rnd hours of radio broadcasting that the said culture produces per head
,,[ population in the sectors A, B, and C of its domain. This would be
.r fine research project for our cultural organizations, and it would be
rccn that the question of Language does not remain entirely within the
,Lrmain of the convolutions in which its use is reflected in the individual.

We are the hollou men
We are the stuficd men
I*aning together
Headpiece fllcd with straw. Alasl

and so on.
'l'hc resemblance between this situation and the alienation of madness,

rttsofrlr es thc {ormula given above is authentic-that is, that here the
'.rrlr jr:ct is spoken rather than speaking-is obviously the result of the
, ' r igency, I ) rcsupposcd by psychoanalysis,  that  there be a t rue Word. I f
l l t ts  t 'otrsc( luct)cc,  which pushcs thc const i tuent paradoxes of  what I  am
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saying here to their limit, were to be turned against the common sense

of the psychoanalytic viewpoint, I would accord to this objection all its

pertinence, but only to find my own position confirmed in it-and this

by a dialectical return in which I would not be lacking for authorized

sponsors, beginning with Hegel's denunciation of "the philosophy o[

the cranium" 115 and stopping only at Pascal's warning, at the dawn of

the historical era of the "moi," echoing in these terms: "Les hommes

sont si nicessairement fous, que ce serait 6tre fou par un autre tour de

folie, de n'€tre pas fou." 116

This is not to say, however, that our culture pursues its course in

shadows exterior to creative subjectivity. On the contrary, creative sub-

jectivity has not ceased a militant struggle to renew the never-exhausted

power of symbols in the human exchange which brings them to the

light of day.

To take into account how few subjects support this creation would

be to accede to a Romantic viewpoint by confronting what is not

equivalent. The fact is that this subjectivity, in whatever domain it

appears-in mathematics, in politics, in religion, or even in advertising-

continues to animate the whole movement of humanity. And another

look, probably no less illusory, would make us accentuate this opposing

trait: that its symbolic character has never been more manifest. It is the

irony of revolutions that they engender a power all the more absolute in

its actions, not because it is more anonymous, as people say, but because

it is more ,educed to the words which signify it. And more than ever,

on the other hand, the force of the churches resides in the Language

which they have been able to maintain: an instance, it must be said, that

Freud left in the dark in the article where he sketches for us what we

would call the collective subjectivities of the Church and the Army.ll?

Psychoanalysis has played a role in the directionlts of modern sub-

jectivity, and it cannot continue to sustain this role without bringing it

into line with the movement in modern science which elucidates it.

This is the problem of the grounding which must assure our discipline

its place amongst the sciences: a problem of formalization, in truth very

much off on the wrong foot.

For it seems that, caught by the very quirk in the medical mind against

which psychoanalysis had to constitute itself, it is with the handicap of

being half a century behind the movement of the sciences, like medicine

itself, that we are seeking to join up with them again.
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It is in the abstract objectification of our experience on fictitious, or
even simulated, principles of the experimental method, that we find the
effect of prejudices which must first be swepr from our domain if we
wish to cultivate it according to its authentic structure.

Since we are practitioners of the Symbolic function, it is astonishing
that we should turn away from probing deeper into it, to the extent of
failing to recognize that it is this function *iri.h situates us ar the heart
of the movement which is now setting up a new order of the sciences,
with a new purring in question of anthropology.*

This new order signifies nothing other th"n 
" 

rerurn to a conception of
veritable science whose claims have been inscribed in a tradition begin-
ning with Plato's Theaetetus. This conceprion has become degraded, as
we know, in the positivist reversal which, by making the hum"., sciences
the crowning glory of the experimental sciences, in actual fact made them
subordinate to experimental science. This conceprion is the result of an
erroneous view of the history of science founded on rhe presrige of a
specialized development of the experimenr.

But since today the human sciences are discovering once again the
age-old conception of science, they are obliging us to revise the classifica-
tions of the sciences which we inherited from the nineteenrh cenrury,
in a sense indicated clearly by the mosr lucid spirits.

One has only to follow the concrete evolution of the various disciplines
in order to become aware of this.

Linguistics can serve us as a guide here, since that is the role it plays
in the vanguard of contemporary anthropology, and we cannot possibly
remain indifferent to it.

The mathematicized form in which is inscribed the discovery of the
phoneme as the function of pairs of oppositions formed by the smallest
discriminate elements capable of being distinguished in the semantic
structure,lle leads us ro the very grounding i" which the last of Freud,s
doctrines designates the subjective sources of the Symbolic function in a
vocalic connoration of presence and absence.

And the reduction of every ranguage to the group of a very small
number of these phonemic oppositio's, since it prepares the way for an
equally rigorous formalization of its most .o*pli."aed morphemes, purs
withi 'our reach a prcciscly defined access ,o ouiown field.*

It is trl l  to us to m:lkc use of these aclvances to discover their effects
in thc dottr l i t t  of  psycl to:rnaly.s is,  j r rst  as crhnography-which is on a l ine
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parallel to our own-has already done for its own by deciphering myths

according to the synchrony of mythemes.12o

Isn't ir striking that L6vi-Strauss, in suggesting the implication of the

structures of Language with that part of the social laws which regulate

marriage ties and kinship, is already conquering the very terrain in

which Freud situates the unconscious I *

From now on, it is impossible not to make a general theory of the

symbol the axis of a new classification of the sciences where les sciences

de l'homma will once more take up their central position as sciences of

subjectivity. I-et me indicate its basic principle, which nevertheless still

calls for continuing elaboration.

The Symbolic function presents itself as a double movement within

the subject: man makes an obiect of his action, but only in order to

restore to this action in due time its place as a grounding' In this

equivocation, operating at every instant, lies the whole process of a func-

tion in which action and knowledge alternate.x

Two examples, one borrowed from the classroom' the other from the

very quick of our ePoch:

-the first, mathematical: phase one, man objectifies in two cardinal

numbers two collections he has counted; phase two, with these numbers

he realizes the act of adding them up (cf. the example cited by Kant in

the introduction to the transcendental aesthetic, section IV, in the second

edition of the Critique of Pure Reason);

-the second, historical: phase one, the man who works at the level of

production in our society considers himself to rank amongst the prole-

iariat; phase two, in the name of belonging to it, he ioins in a general

strike.

If these two examples come from areas which, for us, are the most

contrasted in the domain of the concrete-the 6rst involving an operation

always oPen to a mathematical law, the second, the brazen face of

capitalist exploitation-it is because, although they seem to come from

" 
lorrg way apart, their efiects come to constitute our subsistence, and

precisely by meeting each other in the concrete in a double inversion or

w See: Claude L€vi-Strauss, "Language and the Analysis of Social Laws," Amcrican

Anthropologist,Yol.53, No. Z (epiit-June, l95l), pp. 155-63. [A French adapta-

tion of the original article is published in Anthropologie Stracturalc (Paris: Plon,

1958), of which there is an English translation.]
xThe last four paragraphs have been rewritten (1966).
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reversal: the most subiective of the sciences having forged a new reality,
and the shadow of social distribution arming itself with a symbol in
action.12l

Flere the opposition which is traced between the exact sciences and
those for which there is no reason to decline the appellation of "con-
jectural" seems no longer an admissible one-for lack of any grounds
for that opposition.Y

For exactitude is to be distinguished from Truth, and conjecture does
not exclude rigorous precision. And even if experimental science gets its
cxactitude from mathematics, its relationship to nature does not remain
any less problematic.

If our link to nature in fact urges us to wonder poetically whether it
is not its very own movement that we rediscover in our science, in

eui se 
"oroorr;t:::;::; 

sonne
N'itrc plus la aoir de personne
Tant que dcs ondes et des bois,r2z

it is clear that our physics is simply a mental fabrication whose instru-
rnent is the mathematical symbol.

For experimental science is not so much defined by the quanrity to
rvhich it is in fact applied, as by the measurement which it introduces
into the Real.

This can be seen in relation to the measurement of time without
which experimental science would be impossible. Huyghens' clock,
rvhich alone gave experimental science its precision, is only the organ of
t he realization of Galileo's hypothesis on the equigravity of bodies-
that is, the hypothesis on uniform acceleration which confers its law,
since it is the same, on any kind of fall.

It is amusing to point out that the instrument was completed before
ir had been possible to verify the hypothesis by observation, and that by
tlris fact the clock rendered the observation superfluous at the same time
.rs it offered it the instrument of its precision.'

Ilut mathematics can symbolize another kind of time, notably the

/ ' l 'hcsc rwo paragraphs have been rewri t ten (1966).

' ( )rt t ltc (lali lcan hypothesis and Huyghens' chronometer, see: Alexandre Koyr6,
"Att I '.xlreriment in Measurement," Proceedings ol the Arnerican Philosophical
' \ t tctct ! ,Vo|.97 (Apr i l ,  1953).  (Thc last  two paragraphs of  my text  were rewri t ten
ur l (Xr6.)
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intersubiective time which structures human action' whose formulae are

beginning to be given us by the theory of games, also called strategy,

but which it would be better to call stochastics'

The author of these lines has tried to demonstrate in the logic of a

sophism the temporal sources through which human action, insofar as it

orders itself ,..ording to the action of the other, finds in the scansion of

its hesitations the advent of its certitude; and in the decision which con-

cludes it, this action gives to that of the other-which it includes from

that point on-along with its sanction as regards the Past, its sense-to-

come.
In this article it is demonstrated that it is the certitude anticipated by

the subject in the temps Pour comprendre which, by the haste which

precipitates the tnornent de conclure, determines in the other the decision

which makes of the subiect's owrl movement error or Truth.

It can be seen by this example how the mathematical formalization*

which inspired Boolean logic, to say nothing of the theory of sets, can

bring ,o ,h. science of human action that structure* of intersubjective

time which is needed by psychoanalytic conjecture in order to secure it-

self in its own scientific rigor.

If on the other hand the history of the technique of historians shows

that its progress defines itself in the ideal of an identification of the

subjectivi,y or the historian with the constituting subjectivity of the

primary lristorization in which the event is humanized, it is clear that

pry.ho".ralysis finds its precise bearings here: that is to s?/, in knowledge,

as realizing this ideal, and in [curative] efficacy, as finding its iustifica-

tion there. The example of history will also cause to dissipate like a

mirage that recourse to the lived reaction which obsesses our technique

as it does our theor y, for the fundamental historicity of the event which

we retain suffices to conceive the possibility of a subiective reproduction

of the past in the present.

Furthermore, this example makes us realise how psychoanalytic re-

gression implies that progressive dimension of the subject's history that

Fr.ud emphasizes as lacking in the )ungian concept of neurotic regres-

sion, and we understand how the experience itself renews this progres-

sion by assuring its relief.

Finally, the reference to linguistics will introduce us to the method

which, by clistinguishing synchronic from diachronic structurings in

Language, wil l allow us to comprehend better the different value or
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force which our Language takes on in the interpretation of resistances
:tnd transference, or even to differentiate the eflects proper to repression
:rnd the structure of the individual myth in obsessional neurosis.

The list of the disciplines named by Freud as those which should make
up the disciplines accessory to an ideal Faculty of Psychoanalysis is well
known. Besides psychiatry and sexology, we 6nd: "the history of. civiliza-
tion, mythology, the psychology of religions, literary history, and literary
crit icism." r23

This whole group of subjects, determining the cursu.r of an instruction
irt technique, are normally inscribed within the epistemological triangle
that I have described, and which wouid provide with its method an ad-
venced level of instruction in analytical theory and technique.

For my part, I should be inclined to add: rhetoric, dialectic in the
rcchnical sense that this term assumes in the Topics of Aristotle, gram-
rrrar, and, that supreme pinnacle of the esthetics of Language, poetics,
rvhich would include the neglected technique of the witticism.

And if these subject headings tended to evoke somewhat outmoded
t'choes for some people, I would not be unwilling to accept them, as
constituting a return to our sources.

For psychoanalysis in its early development, intimately linked to the
,l iscovery and to the study of symbols, was on the way to participating
rrr the structure of what was called in the Middle Ages, "the l iberal arts."
l)clrrived, like them, of a veritable f.ctrmalization, psychoanalysis became
,rganiZ€d, like them, in a body of privileged problems, each one pro-
rrroted by some fortunate relation of man to his own measure and taking
,,rr from this particularity a charm and a humanity which in our eyes
rrright well make up for the somewhat recreational aspect of their pres-
r rrt:rt ion. Let this aspecr of the early development of psychoanalysis not
l ' , ' t l isdained; it expresses in fact no less than the re-creation of the sense
, rl nran during the arid years of scientism.

'l 'hese aspects of the early years should be all the less disdained since
l' 'vcltoanalysis has not raised the level by setting off along the false paths
,,1. :r lheorization contrary to its dialectical structure.

l 'sychoanalysis wil l not lay down a scientif ic grounding for its theory
t )r for its technique except by formalizing in an adequate fashion the
r ' ,st 'nt i : r l  < l imensions of  i rs exper ience which, along with the histor ical
t l rcrry of  rhe symbol,  arc:  intersubject ive logic and the temporal i ty of
r  l rc str l l j r :ct .
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Interpr etation and, Ternporal'itj,t

Entrc lhomme et I'amour,
I lyalafemmc.

Entrc l'ltomme et la fcmme,
I lyauntnonde.

Entre lhomme et le monde,
I lyauntnur,T24

(Antoine Tudal in Pais en I'an 2000.)

Nam Sibyllam quidem Cumis ego ipse oculis mcis uidi in ampalla pen-
dere, et cutn illi pueri dicerent: IfriL\' ri 0()rets, rcspondcbat iila:
&trdavdv P6;1r,l. 126

(Satyicon, XLVIil.)

Y)
I)ringing the psychoanalytic experience back to the Word and to Lan-
tluage as its grounding is of direct concern to its technique. Psychoanalysis
rnay not actually be drifting off into the ineffable, but there has un-
,bubtedly been a rendency in this direction, always along the one-way
street of separating analytical interpretation more and more from the
l,rinciple it depends on. Any suspicion that this deviation of psycho-
.rnalytical practice is the motive force behind the new aims to which
l,sychoanalytical theory is being opened up is consequently well-founded.*

I[ we look at the situation a little more closely, we can see that the
1'roblems of symbolic interpretation began by intimidating our little
t:t()up before becoming embarrassing to it. Because of the way he informed
lrrs patients about psychoanalytical theory-a heedlessness from which his
\trccessors seem in fact to proceed-the successes obtained by Freud are
tr(,w a matter of astonishment, and the display of indoctrination he put on
rrr rhe cases of Dora, the Rat Man, and the wolf Man does not exactly
lc.tvc us unscandalized. True, our cleverer friends do not shrink from
,l,,trbting whether the technique employed in these cases was really the
r 11;ht irne. -fhis disaffection in the psychoanalytic movement can in truth
l,c;rscribcd to a confusion of tongues, and, in a recent conversation with
trtc, tlle personality the most representative of its present hierarchy made
rf r sccret about it.

5l
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It is worth noting that this confusion continues to grow. Each analyst

presumes ro consider himself the one chosen to discover the conditions

of 
" 

.o-pleted objectification in our experience, and the enthusiasm

which greets these theoretical attempts seems to grow more fervent the

more dereistic theY Prove to be.

It is certain that the principles of the analysis of resistances, however

well founded they may be, have in practice been the occasion of- a grow-

ing miconnaissance of the subject, for want of being understood in their

relation to the intersubjectivity of the Word.

If we follow the proceedings of the first seven sessions of the case of

the Rat Man, and they are reported to us in full, it seems highly im-

probable that Freud did not recognize the resistances as they came up'

and precisely in the places where our modern technicians drill into us

th"t h. overlooked them, since it is Freud's own text, after all, which

permits them to pinpoint them. Once again the Freudian text manifests

that exhaustion of the subject which continues to amaze us, and no

interpretation has so far worked out all its resources'

I mean that Freud not only let himself be trapped into encouraging

his subjecr to go beyond his initial reticence, but that he also understood

perfectly the seductive power of this exercise in the Imaginary' To be

convinced of this, it is enough to refer to the description which he gives

us of his patienr's expression during the painful recital of the represented

torture which supplied the theme of his obsession, that of the rat forced

into the victim's anus: "His facer" Freud tells us, "reflected the horror

of a pleasure of which he was unaware." 126 The effect of the repetition

of this account at that present moment did not escape Freud, any more

than did the identification of the psychoanalyst with the "cruel captain"

who had forced this story ro enter the subject's memory, nor therefore

the imporr of the theoretical clarifications of which the subiect required

to be guaranteed before pursuing his discourse'

Far from interpreting the resistance at this point, however, Freud

astonishes us by acceding to his request, and to such an extent in fact

that he seems to be taking part in the subiect's game'

But rhe extremely approximative character of the explanations with

which Freud gratifies him, so approximative as to appear somewhat

crude, is sufficiently instructive : at this point it is clearly not so much a

quesrion of doctrine, nor even of indoctrination, but rather of a symbolic

gift of the Worcl, pregnant with a secret pact, in the corltext of the
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Imaginary participation which includes it and whose import will reveal
itself later in the symbolic-equivalence rhat the subject institures in his
thought between rats and the florins with which he remunerates the
analyst.

We can see therefore that Freud, far from failing to recognize the
resistance' uses it as a propitious predisposition for the serting in move-
ment of the resonances of the Word, and he conforms, as far as he can,
to the 6rst definition he gave of resistance,r2? by making use of it to
implicate the subjecr in his message. In any case he will change tack
abruptly from the moment he sees that, as a result of being carefully
manipulated, the resistance is turning towards maintaining the dialogue
at the level of a conversation in which the subject would from then on be
able to perpetuare his seduction while maintaining his evasion.

But we learn that analysis consists in playing in all the multiple keys
of the orchestral score which the Word constitutes in the registers of
Language and on which depends the overdetermination [of the symp-
tom], which has no meaning except in that order.128

And at the same time we discover the source of Freud's success. In
order for the analyst's message to respond to the profound interrogation
of the subject, it is necessary for the subject to hear and understand it as
the response which is particular to him; and the privilege which Freud's
patients enjoyed in receiving its good Word from the very lips of the man
who was its annunciator, satisfied this exigency in them.

kt us note in passing that in the case of the Rat Man the subject had
had an advance taste of it, since he had glanced over the Psychopathology
of Eueryday Life, then fresh off the presses.

This is not to say that this book is very much better known today,
even by analysts, but the popularization of Freud's ideas, which have
passed into the common consciousness, their collision with what we
call the Language barrier, would deaden the effect of our Word, if we
were to give it the style of Freud's remarks to rhe Rat Man.

But it is not a question of imitating him. In order to red.iscover the
effect of Freud's 'Word, it is not to its terms that we shall have recourse,
but to the principles which govern it.

These principles are none other than the dialectic of the consciousness-
of-self, as it is brought into reali zation from Socrates to Hegel, starting
from the ironic presupposition that all that is rational is. real, eventually
to be precipitated into thc scientif ic judgment that all that is real is
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rational.l2e But Freud's discovery was to demonstrate that this verifying

processls0 authentically attains the subject only by decentering him from

the consciousness-of-self, in the axis of which the Hegelian reconstruction

of the phenomenology of the spirit maintained it: that is, that this

discovery renders even more decrepit any pursuit of the prise de con-

science which, beyond its status as a Psychological phenomenon, cannot

be inscribed within the coniuncture of the particular moment which

alone gives body to the universal and in default of which it vanishes

into generality.x rsr

These remarks define the limits within which it is impossible for

our technique to fail to recognize the structuring moments of the Hege-

lian phenomenology: in the first place the master-slave dialectic, or the

dialectic of the bi\t A*t and of the law of the heart, and generally

everything which permits us to understand how the constitution of the

obiect is subordiqated to the brilging to tealization of the subiect.

But if there still remains something prophetic in Hegel's insistence

on rhe fundamental identity of the particular and the universal, an insist-

ence which gives the measure of his genius, it is certainly psychoanalysis

which supplies it with its paradigm by revealing the structure in which

that identity comes to realization as disioined from the subiect, and

without appealing to tomorrow.

Let me timply say that this is what leads me to obiect to any reference

to totality in the individual, since it is the subiect who introduces division

into the individual, as well as into the collectivity which is his equivalent'

Psychoanalysis is properly that which reveals both the one and the other

to be simply mirages.

This would seem to be something that could no longer be forgotten,

if it were not precisely the teaching of psychoanalysis that it is forget-

table-concerning which we fi1d, by a return more legitimate than it is

believed to be, that confirmation comes from psychoanalysts themselves,

from the fact that their "new tendencies" represent this forgetting'

For if on the other hand Hegel is precisely what we needed to confer

a meaning other than that of stupor on our so-called analytic neutral-

iry,t*' thi; does not mean that we have nothing to learn from the

eiasticity of the Socratic maieutics or "art of midwiferyr" or even from

rhe fascinating technical procedure by which Plato presents it to us-be

it only by ori experiencing in Socrates and in his desire [to know] the

st i l l - intact  
"nig-"  

of  the psychoanalyst ,  and by s i tuat ing in relat ionship
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to the Platonic skopia our own relationship to Truth-in this case, how-
ever' in a way which would respect the distance separating the reminis-
cence that Plato carne to presuppose as necessary for any advent of the
idea, from the exhaustion of being which consumes itself in the Kierke-
gaardian repetition.as'133

But there is also a historical difference between Socrates' interlocutor
and ours which is worth examining. When Socrates relies on an artisan
reason which he can extract equally well from the discourse of the slave,
it is in order to give authentic masters access to the necessity of an order
which makes short work of their power, and Truth of the master words
of the city.13a But we analysts have to deal with slaves who think they
are masters, and who find in a Language whose mission is universal, the
support of their servitude along with the bonds of its ambiguity. So
much so thar, as I might humorously put ir, our goal is to reinstate in
them the sovereign liberty displayed by Humpty bumpty when he re-
minds Alice that after all he is the masrer of the signifiei, even if he isn't
the master of the signified in which his being took on its form.

We therefore invariably rediscover our double reference to the Word
and to Language. In order to liberate the subject's Word, we introduce
lrim into the Language of his desire, that is, into the primary Language
in which, beyond what he tells us of himself, he is already talking io
trs unbeknownst to him,r's and in the symbols of the symptom in the
first place.

In the symbolism brought to light in analysis, it is certainly a question
,f a Language. This Language, corresponding to the playful wish which
can be found in one of Lichtenberg's aphorisms, has the universal charac-
lcr of a language which could make itself undersrood in all other lan-
NLrages, but at rhe same time, since it is the Language which seizes
<lcsire at the very moment in which it becomes human desire by making
irsclf recognized, it is absolutely particular to the subject.

Primary Language, I say, by which I do not mean ,,primitive 
lan-

gtlflge," since Freud, whose feat in this total discovery merits comparison
rvith champollion's, deciphered it in its entirety in the dreams of our
( (,.temporaries. Moreover, the essential domain of this Language was
'rtrthoritatively defined by one of the earliest pioneers associated with
tlris work, and one of the few to have brought anything new to it: I

' . ' I  I ravc fu l ly  c lcvclopcd thcse indicat ions as the opportuni ty presentcd i tsel f
(  l ( )6(r) .  I iorrr  p:rragr;rg>hs rcwri t tcn.
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mean Ernest Jones, the last survivor of those to whom the seven rings

of the master were given and who attested by his presence in the highest

places ot. an international organization that they were not reserved

simply for bearers of relics.

In a fundamental paper on symbolism,bb Dr. fones points out near

page 15 that although there are thousands of symbols in the sense that

,h. ,.r- is understood in analysis, all of them refer to the body itself,

to kinship relations, to birth, to life, and to death.

This tiuth, recognized here as a fact, permits us to understand that,

although the symbol in psychoanalytical terms is repressed 13s into the

unconscious, it carries in itself no index whatsoever of regression, or

even of immaturity. For it to induce its effects in the subject, it is enough

that it make itself heard, since these eflects operate without his being

aware of it-as we admit in our daily experience, explaining many

reacrions of normal as well as of neurotic subjects by their response to

the symbolic sense of an act, of a relation, or of an object.

There is therefore no doubt that the analyst can play on the power

of the symbol by evoking it in a carefully calculated fashion in the

semantic resonances of his remarks.

This is surely the way for a return to the use of symbolic effects in a

renewed technique of interpretation in analysis.

In this ,egrrd, we could take note of what the Hindu tradition teaches

about dhuani,"" in the sense that this tradition brings out that it is proper

to the Word ro cause to be understood what it does not say.137 The tradi-

tion illustrates this by a tale whose ingenuousness' which appears to be

the usual thing in these examples, shows itself humorous enough to

induce us to penetrate the Truth which it conceals'

A young girl, it begins, is waitin g for her lover on the bank of a

stream when she sees a Brahmin coming along towards her. She runs

to him and exclaims in the warmest and most amiable tones: "How

lucky it is that you came by today! The dog which used to frighten you

bb"The Theory of Symbolism," British lournal ol PsycholoSl'\X,2- Reprinted

in his papers on Psyiho-Anatysis [(London, 5th ed., 1948). See the article: "A la

mdmoire d'Ernest ion.r, Sur sa th€orie du symbolisme," 14 Psychanalyse' V

(1960), pp. l-20; Ecrits, pp.697-7171.

"tThe ,.f.r..r.. is to ih-e teaching of Abhinavagupta (tenth century). See: Dr.

Kanti Chandra Pandey, "Indian Esthetics," Chowftantba Sansftrit Series, Studies,

Vol. II, Benares, 1950.
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by its barking will not be arong this riverbank again, for it has just
been devoured by a lion which is often seen around here. . . .,,

The absence of the lion can thus have as much of an effect as his
spring would 

.have 
were he present, for the lion only springs once,

says the proverb appreciated by Freud.r38
The primary character of symbols in fact brings them close to those

numbers out of which all the others are compounded, and if they there-
fore underlie all the semantemes of languag., *. shall be able to resrore
to the Word its full value of evocation by a discreet search for their
interferences, using as our guide a metaphor whose symboric displace-
ment will neutralize the second senses of the terms which it associates.rae

This technique would require for its teaching as well as for its learn-
ing a profound assimilation of the resour.., of one,s own language, and
especially of those which are concretely realized in its poetic texts. 1 is
well known that Freud was in this position in relation to German litera-
turg as well as to Shakespeare's dramatic works by virtue of a translation
of unequaled quality. Every one of his works bears witness to it, at the
same time as the continual recourse he had to it,.no less in his technique
than in his discovery. Not to omit his knowledge of the ancient classics,
his up-to-date initiation into folklore, and his iiterested participation in
the conquests of contemporary humanisrn in the domain of ethnography,

It might well be demanded of the practitioner of analysis not to
denigrate any attempt to foilow Freud ,tong this road.

But the tide is against us. It can be *."*red by the condescending
attention paid ,g the "wording," r4o as if to some novelty; and the
English morpholo gy of the term gives a subtle enough supporr to a
notion still difficult to de6ne, for people to make a point of .rring it.

what this notion masks, however, is not exactly encouraging when an
authordd is amazed by the fact of having obtairred 

"r, 
.rr,i"r.l"y diff.r.rr,

result in the interpretation of one and the same resistance by the use,
"without conscious premeditationr" he emphasizes, of the term ..need
for love" lar instead and in the place of 'temand for love,,,la2 which

dd Ernst Kris, "Ego psychology and- Interpretation,,, psychoanalytic 
euarterly,XX, No. I (fanuary, l95l), pp. f:-iS, in irrti.,rt". tte passage quoted on pp.27-28' [For further--cornmentary'on this article, ,.. ,1.-"R€ponse au comrnentairede J. Hyppolite" (1956), pp. 52_59.)
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he had first put forward, without seeing anything deeper in it (as he

emphasizes himself ). If the anecdote is to confirm this reference of the

interpretation to the "ego psychology" in the title of the article, it is

rather, it seems, a reference to the "ego psychology" of the analyst, insofar

as this interpretation makes shift with such a weak use of English that

this writer can push his practice of analysis to the limits of a nonsensical

stuttering."e
The fact is that "need" and "demand" have a diametrically opposed

sense for the subfect, and to hold that their use can be confused even

for an instant amounts to a radical failure to recognize the "intimation"

of the Word.la3

For in its symbolizing function the Word is moving towards nothing

less than a transformation of the subject to whom it is addressed by

means of the link which it establishes with the one who emits it-in

other words, by introducing an effect of the signifier.*

This is why it is necessary for us to return once more to the structure

of communication in Language* and to dissipate once and for all the

mistaken notion of Language as a system of signs,144 a source in this

domain of confusions of the discourse as well as of malpractice of the

Word.

If the communication of Language is conceived as a signal by which

the sender informs the receiver of something by means of a certain

code, there is no reason why we should not give as much credence and

even more to any other sign when the "something" it question is of the

individual: there is even every reason for us to give preference to any

mode of expression which comes close to the natural sign.

It is in this way that the technique of the Word has fallen into dis-

credit among us. We can be seen in search of a gesture' a grimace, an

attitude, a moment of mimicry, a movement, a shudder, nay, an arresta-

tion of habitual movement; shrewd as we are, nothing can now stop us

from letting our bloodhounds off the leash to follow these tracks'

I shall show the insufficiency of the conception of Language-as-a-sign

by the very manifestation which best illustrates it in the animal king-

dom, a manifestation which, if it had not recently been the obiect of an

authentic discovery, it seems it would have been necessary to invent for

this purpose.

ee Paragraph rewritten (1966).
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It is now admitted generally that when the honeybee returns to the
hive from his foraging expedition, he transmits to his companions by
two sorts of dance instructions about the existence of nectar-bearing
flowers and their relative distance, near or far, from the hive. The second
type of dance is the most remarkable, for the plane in which the bee
traces the figure-of-eight curve which has caused it to be called the
"wagging dancer" 145 and the frequency of the figures executed within a
given time, designate exactly the direction to be followed, determined
in relation to the inclination of the sun (on which bees are able to take
a fix in all weathers, thanks to their sensitivity to polarized light) on
the one hand, and on the other, the distance, up to several miles, at
which the source of nectar may be found. And the other bees respond
to this message by setting off immediately for the designated spot.

It took some ten years of patient observation for Karl von Frisch to
decode this mode of message, for it is certainly a question of a code, or
of a system of signaling, whose generic character alone forbids us to
qualify it as conventional.lao

But is it necessarily a Language I We can say that it is distinguished
from a Language precisely by the fixed correlation of its signs to the
reality which they signify. For in a Language, signs take on their value
from their relationships to each other in the lexical sharing,out of
semantemes as much as in the positional, or even flectional, use of
morphemes, in sharp contrast to rhe fixity of the coding used by bees.
And the diversity of human languages takes on its full value from this
cnlighterii ng discovery.

What is more, while the message in the mode described here deter-
mines the action of each socius, it is never retransmitted by him. This
means that the message remains fixed in its function as a relay of the
action from which no subject detaches it as a symbol of communication
itself.rt

The form alone in which Language is expressed defines subjectivity.
Language says: "You will go such and such a *"y, and when you see

rr This for the use of whoever can still understand it, after going to Littr6 to look
frrr the iustification of a theory which makes of the parole an "action beside," by
tlre translation which Littr6 does in fact give of the Greek parabole (but why
t tot  "act ion towards"?) wi thout having not iced at  the same t ime that i f  th is word
.r lwlys dcsignates what i t  means, i t  is  because of  ecclesiast ical  usage which since
tlrc tcnth century, has rescrved thc word aerbc f.or the Logos incarnate.
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such and such, you will turn off in such and such a direction"' In other

words, it refers itself to the discourse of the other' As such it is enveloped

in the highest function of the word, inasmuch as the word commits

its author by investing the person to whom it is addressed with a new

reality, as for .*r*pli when by a "You are my wife," a subject marks

himself with the seal of wedlock'*

This is in fact the essential form from which every human word

derives rather than the form at which it arrives'

Hence the paradox by which one of my most penetrating listeners,

when I began to make my views known on analysis as dialectic' thought

he could oppose 
-y 

porition by a remark which he formulated in the

following terms: "Human Language (according to you) constitutes a

communication in which the sende, ,...iut, his own message back from

the receiver in an inverted form." This was arl objection that I lad only

to refect on for a moment before recognizing that it carried the stamp

of my own thinking-in other words, that the word always subjectively

inclucles its own 
"pllyrtnt 

that Pascal's "Tu ne me chercherais pas si tu ne

m,avais trouv6" tnJ ,i*ply connrms the same Truth in different words'

and that this is the reason why, ig the paranoiac refusal of recognition,

it is in the form of a negative verbalization that the inavowable feeling

comes to the point of surging forth in the persecutory "interpretation'"

Furthermore, when you congratulate yourself on having met someone

who speaks the same Language as you do, you do not mean that you

meet with him in the discourse of everybody, but that you are united to

him by a special form of Word'

Thus the antinomy immanent to the relations of the Word a1d Lan-

guage becomes clear. As Language becomes more functional, it becomes

i-prop., for the Word, and as it becomes too particular to us' it loses

its function as Language.

One is aware of the use made in primitive traditions of secret names

in which the subject identifies his own person or his gods, to the point

that to reveal these names is to lose himself or to betray these gods; and

the confidences of our subjects, as well as our own memories, teach us

that it is not at all rare for children spontaneously to rediscover the

virtue of such a usage.

Finally, it is by the intersubjectivity

the value of a Language as Word is

By an inverse ant inolny,  i t  can bc

of the "we" which it takes on that

measured.

observccl that thc n'rorc thc <ltrty of
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Language becomes neutralized by its moving closer to information, the

more Language is imputed to be laden with redundancies. This notion

of redundancy in Language came from research which was all the

more precise because a vested interest. was involved, having been

prompted by the economic problem of long-distance communication,

and in particular that of the possibility of carrying several conversations

at once on a single telephone line. It can be asserted that a substantial
portion of the phonetic material * is superfluous to the realization of the

communication actually sought.lae
This is highly instructive for us,8s since what is redundant as far as

information is concerned is precisely that which does duty as resonance
in the Word.

Here the function o{ Language is not to inform but to evoke.
What I seek in the Word is the response of the other. What constitutes

me as subject is my question. In order to be recognized by the other, I
utter what was only in view of what will be. In order to find him, I
call him by a name which he must assume or refuse in order to reply

to me.

I identify myself in Language, but only by losing myself in it like an
object.* What is realized in my history is not the past definite of what
was, since it is no more, or even the present perfect of what has been
in what I am, but the future anterior of what I shall have been for
what I am in the process of becoming.

If I now place myself in front of the other to question him, there is no
cybernetic computer imaginable that can make a reaction out of what
the response will be. The definition of response as the second term in
I he circuit "stimulus-response" is simply a metaphor sustained by the
subjectivity imputed to the animal, a subjectivity which is then glossed
over in the physicai schema to which the metaphor reduces it. This is

8c Every Language to its own taste in transmission, and since the legitimacy of
',ttch research is founded on its success, nothing forbids us to draw a moral
lr,rn it. Consider, for example, the maxim pinned to the prefatory note as an
,'l, igraph. Since it is so laden with redundancies, its style may possibly appear a
lrrtlc flat to you. But l ighten it of them, and its audacity will get the enthusiasm
rt tlcscrves: "Parfaupe ouclaspa nannanbryle anaphi ologi psysocline ixispad anlana

<rgnir kune n'rbiol' 6 bli jouter t€tumaine ennoucong ." There we have the

I'rrrity of its messagc 6nally laid bare. There meaning raises its head, there the avowal
, ,1 l ,c ing out l incs i tsel f ,  ancl  our v ictor ious cspr i t  bequeaths to the future i ts im-
rrrort l l  i r t rpr int .
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what I have called putting the rabbit into the hat so as to be able to

pult it out again later. But a reaction is not a reply'

I f lpressanelectr icbuttonandal ightgoeson' thereisnoresPonse

except 
^for 

my desire. If in order to obtain the same result I must fty a

whole system of relays whose correct position is unknown to me' there

is no question except as concerrr, *y anticipation, and there will not

be one any long.r,^ on.. I have learned enough about the system to

operate it without mistakes'

But i f lcal l thepersontowhomlamspeakingbywhatevernamel

choose to give him, I intimate to him the subjective function that he

will take on again in order to reply to me' even if it is to repudiate this

function.
Flenceforth the decisive function of my own reply aPPears, and this

function is not, as has been said, simply to be received by the subiect as

acceptance or reiection of his discouir., but really to recognize him or

to abolish him as subject. such is the nature of the analyst's responsibility

whenever he intervenes by means of the Word'

Moreover, the problem of the therapeutic efiect of inexact interpreta-

tion posed by Mi. Edward Gloverr'r' ir, 
" 

,.*trkable paper has led him

to conclusions where the question of exactitude moves into the back-

ground. In other words, not only is every spoken intervention received

by the subject in terms of his (and its) structure' but the intervention

takes on a structuring function in him in proportion to its form' It is

precisely the scope oirron.nalytic psychotherapf t and even of 
.the 

most

ordinary medical "prescriptions," to be interventions that could be de-

scribed as obsessional systems of suggestion, as hysterical suggestions of

a phobic character, or even as Persecutory suPports, each one taking its

particular character from the sanction which it gives to the sublect's

failure to recognize his own reality'

The wora iu in facr a gift of Language, and Language is not imma-

terial. Ir is a subtle body, but body it it' Words are trapped in all the

corporeal images which captivate the subiect; they can make the hysteric

pregnant, be identified wiih the obiect of penis-neid, represent the flood

of urine of urethral ambition, or the retained faeces of avaricious iouis'

sance.

Db.,The Therapeutic Effect of Inexact Interpretation; a Contribution to the Theory

of Suggestion," IlP, XII, P' 4'
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What is morc, words themselves can undergo symbolic lesions and

accomplish Imaginary acts of which the patient is the subject. You will

remember the Wespe (wasp), castrated of its initial W to become the

S. P. of the Wolf Man's initials at the moment when he brings to reali-

zatuon the symbolic punishment whose object he was on the part of
Grusha, the wasp.l5o

You wiil remember also the S which constitutes the residue of the
hermetic formula into which the conjuratory invocations of the Rat Man
became condensed after Freud had extracted the anagram of the name

of his beloved from its cipher, and which, tacked on to the final "amen"

of his jaculatory prayer, eternally floods the lady's name with the sym-
bolic ejection of his impotent desire.l5l

Similarly, an article by Robert Fliess,it inspired by Abraham's in-
augural remarks, shows us that the discourse as a whole may become

the object of an erotization, following the displacements of erogeneity
in the corporeal image as they are momentarily determined by the ana-
lytic relation.

The discourse then takes on a phallic-urethral, anal-erotic, or even an
oral-sadistic function. It is in any case remarkable that the author catches
the effect of this function above all in the silences which mark the in-
hibition of the satisfaction experienced through it by the subject.

In this way the Word may become an Imaginary, or even Real object
in the subject and, as such, swallow up in more than one respect the
function of Language. We shall then place the Word inside the paren-
theses of the resistance which it manifests.

But this will not be in order to put the Word on the index of the
analytic relation, for that relation would then lose everything, including
tts raison d'€tre.

Analysis can have for its goal only the advent of a true Word and the
bringing to realization of his history by the subject in his relation to a
f uture.

Maintaining this dialectic is in direct opposition to any objectifying
orientation of analysis, and emphasizing this necessity is of first im-

I)ortance in order to see through the aberrations of the new tendencies
lrcing manifested in psychoanalysis.

It"silence and Vcrbalization. A Supplement to the Theory of the 'Analytic Rule,"'
I JI' , XXX, l.
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I shall illustrate my remarks on this point again by a return to Freud,
and in fact, since I started by using this case, by the observation of the
Rat Man.

Freud even goes so far as to take liberties with factual accuracy when
it is a question of attaining to the Truth of the subject. At one moment
he perceives the determining role played by the proposal of rqarriage
brought to the subject by his mother at the origin of the present phase
of his neurosis. In any case, as I have shown in my seminar, Freud
had had a lightning intuition of it as a result of personal experience.
Nevertheless he does not hesitate to interpret its effect to the subject
as that of his dead father's prohibition against his liaison with the lady
of his thoughts.

This interpretation is not only materially inaccurate. It is also psycho-
logically inaccurate, for the castrating action of the father, which Freud
affirms here with an insistence that might be considered systematic,
played only a secondary role in this case. But the apperception of the
dialectical relationship is so apt that Freud's act of interpretation at that
mornent sets off the decisive lifting of the death-bearing symbols which
bind the subject narcissistically both to his dead father and to the
idealized lady, their two images being sustained, in an equivalence
characteristic of the obsessional neurotic, one by the phantasmatic ag-
gressivity which perpetuates it, the other by the mortifying cult which
transforms it into an idol.

In the very same wr/r it is by recognizing the forced subjectification
of the obsessional debtij in the scenario of the vain attempts at restitution

-a scenario which too perfectly expresses the Imaginary terms of this
debt for the subject even to try to bring it to realization-by recognizing
the forced subjectification of an obsessional debt whose pressure is ex-
ploited by the subject to the point o[ delusion, that Freud achieves his
goal. This is the goal of bringing the subject to rediscover-in the history
of his father's lack of delicacy, his marriage with the subject's mother,
the "poor but pretty" girl, his marred loveJife, the distasteful memory of
the beneficent friend [to whom the father had never made restitution of

JJ Here. equivalent for mc to the term Zwangsbelurchtung lliterally: "obsessional
or compulsive (transitive) fearing," "apprehension"], which needs to be rendered
into its component elements without losing any of the semantic resources of the
German language.
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his own debt]-to rediscover in this history, along with the fateful con-
stellationrEz which had presided over the subjecr's very birth, the btance,
impossible to fill, of the symbolic debt of whicli his neurosis is the notice
of nonpaymenL

There is no trace here at all of a recourse to the ignoble specter of
some sort of original "fear," nor even to a masochism which it would be
easy enough to wave about, less yet to that obsessional counterforcing
propagated by some analysts in the name of the analysis of defenses.
The resistances themselves, as I have shown elsewhere, are used as long
as possible in the sense or direction of the progress of the discourse. And
when it is time to put an end to them, it is in- acceding to rhem that the
end is reached.

For it is in this way that the Rat Man succeeds in introducing into
his subjectivity his true mediation in the transferential form of the
Imaginary daughter which he ascribes to Freud in order to receive
through her a marriage tie with him, and who unveils her true face to
him in a key dream: that of death gazing at him with her yellow-brown
eyes.163

Moreover, if it is with this symbolic pact that the ruses of the subject's
servitude came to an end, reality did not fail him, it seems, in consum-
mating these nuptials. And the footnote of lgz3 lon p. z4g] which
Freud dedicated by way of epitaph to this young man who had found
in the risks of war "the end that awaited so many young men of value
on whom so many hopes could be founded," thus conciuding the case
with all the rigor of destiny, elevares it to the beauty of tragJy.

In order to know how to reply to the subject in analysis, the pro-
cedure is to recognize first of all the place where his ego is, that ego
which Freud himself defined as an ego formed of a nerbal nucleusl in
other words, to know through whom and for whom the subjecr poses
his qucstion. so long as this is not known, there will be the risk of a
contreseu concerning the desire which is there to be recognized and
concerning the object to whom this desire is addressed.

The hysterical subject captures this object in an elaborate intrigue,
:rnd his ego is in the third parry by whose intermediary th. ,.rbj..t
crrioys that object in which his question is incarnared. The obsessional
subjcct drags into the cage of his narcissism the objects in which his
tlttcstiott rcvcrberates back and forth in the multiplied alibi of mortal
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figures and, subduing their heady acrobatics, addresses its ambiguous

homrg. towards the box in which he himself has his seat, that of the

master who cannot be seen or see himself.lsa

Trahit sua quernque uoluptas; one identifies himself with the spectacle,

and the other puts one on.

For the hysterical subject, for whom the technical term "acting out"

takes on its literal meaning since he is acting outside himself, you have

to ger him to recognize where his action is situated. For the obsessional

,reurotic, you have to get him to recognize you in the spectator, invisible

from the stage, to whom he is united by the mediation of death.166

It is therefore always in the relationship of the subject's moi to the fe

of his discourse that you must understand the sense of the discourse in

order to achieve the dealienation of the subject.

But you cannot possibly achieve this if you cling to the idea that the

moi of the subject is identical to the presence which is speaking to you'

This error is fostered by the terminology of the analytic topography'

which is all roo rempring to objectifying thought and which lets the

objectifying thinker make an almost imperceptible transposition from

the concept of the moi defined as the system perception-consciousness-

that is, as the system of the objectifications of the subject-to the concept

of the moi as correlative to an absolute reality and thus, in a singular

return of the repressed in psychologistic thought, to rediscover in the

moi rhe "funcrion of the Real" in relation to which Pierre Janet, for

instance, orders his psychological conceptions.

Such a transposition can occur only when it has not been recognized

that in the works of Freud the topography of the ego, the id, and the

superego is subordinated to the metapsychology whose terms he was pro-

pourrdirrg at the same period and without which the new topography

loses its sense. Thus analysts became involved in a sort of psychological

orthopedics which has not yet finished bearing its fruit.

Michael Balint has analyzed in a thoroughly penetrating way the

intricate interaction of theory and technique in the genesis of a new

conception of analysis, and he finds no better term to inclicate the problem

than the catchword borrowed from Rickman of the advent of a "Two-

body psychology."

It couldn't be better put. Analysis is becoming the relation of two

bodies between which is establ isher l  a phantasm:l t ic  comttr t t t t icr t t ion in

which the analyst  reachcs the subfcct  to: , l l ) l ) rc l tct t<l  l r i r r rscl f  : rs:rr l  obicct ;
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subjectivity is admitted into it only inside the parentheses of the illusion,

and the Word is put on the index of a search for the lived experience

which becomes its supreme aim, but the dialectically necessary result

appears in the fact that, since the subjectivity of the analyst is free of all

restraint, his subjectivity leaves the subject in a state of complete sur-
render to every summonslsg of his Word.

Once the intrasubjective topography has become entified, it does in
fact come to realization in the division of labor between the subjects in
the presence of each other. And this deformed usage of Freud's formula
that all that is of the id must become of thc ego appears under a de-
mystified form; the subject, transformed into a cela,r67 has to conform
to an ego in which the analyst has little trouble in recognizing his ally,
since in actual fact it is to the analyst's ego that the subject is expected
to conform.l58

This is precisely that process expressed in many a theoretical formula-
tion of the "splitting of the ego" in analysis. Half of the subiect's ego
passes over to the other side of the wall which separates the person being
analyzed from the analyst, then half of that half, and so orlr in an
asymptotic procession which will never succeed, however far it is pushed
in the opinion which the subject has reached on his own, in canceling
out xo/ margin from which he can go back on the aberration of the
:rnalysis.

But how could the subject of a type of analysis whose axis is the
principle that all his formulations are systems of defense, be defended
:rgainst the total disorientation in which this principle leaves the dialectic
,,[ the analystl

Freud's interpretation, whose dialectical progression appears so clearly
in the case of Dorarlse does not present these dangers, for, when the
:rtralyst's prejudices and presumptions (that is, his countertransference,
:t term whose use in my opinion cannot be extended beyond the dialecti-
crrl reasons for the error) have misled him in his intervention, he pays
thc price for it on the spot by a negative transference. For this negative
lr:rrtsfcrence manifests itself with a force which is all the greater the
f rrrthcr such an analysis has already set the subf ect going in an authentic
r,'coguition, and what usually results is the breaking ofi of the analysis.

'l'his is exactly what happened in Dora's case, because of Freud's re-
lcntlcss persistcnce in wanting to make her recognize the hidden object
,,f lrcr <lcsirc in thc pcrson of Hcrr K, in whom the constituting pre-
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sumptions of his countertransference lured him into seeing the promise

of her happiness.

Dora herself was undoubtedly deceived in this relation, but she did

not resen t any the less the fact that Freud was fooled along with her'

But when she came back to see him, after a delay of fifteen months in

which the fateful cipher of her "temps Pour comprendre" is inscribed,

we can sense her entering into the path of a pretense that she had been

pretending, and the convergence of this second-degree Pretense with the

aggressiue intention imputed to her by Freud-and not inaccurately, but

without his recog nizing what it actually sPrang from-presents us with

the rough ourline of the intersubjective complicity which any "analysis

of resistances" sure of its rights would have been able to Perpetuate be-

tween them. No doubt that with the means now offered us by the

progress of our technique, this human error could have been extended

beyond the limits of the diabolical.

None of this is of my own invention, for Freud himself afterwards

recognized the prejudicial source of his defeat in his own failure to

,e.olrrize at the time the homosexual position of the obiect at which the

hysterical subject's desire was aimed.l8o

No doubt the whole process which has culminated in this present

tendency of psychoanalysis goes back, and from the very first, to the

analyst's guilty conscience about the miracle produced by his Word. He

interprets the symbol, and lo and behold, the symptom, which inscribes

the symbol in letters of suffering in the subject's fesh, disappears. This

unseemly thaumaturgy is unbecoming to us, for after all we are scien-

tists, and the practice of magic is hardly something we can defend'16r

So we escape the difrculty by attributing magical thinking to the patient.

Before long we'll find ourselves preaching the Gospel according to

Livy-Bruhl to him. But in the meantime, Io and behold, we have be-

come thinkers again and have re-established the proPer distance between

ourselves and our patients-a traditional distance which was perhaps a

little too recklessly abandoned, a distance expressed so nobly in the

words of Pierre ]anet when he spoke of the feeble abilities of the hysteri-

cal subject compared to our own lofty position. The poor little thing,

he confides to us, "she understands nothing about science, and doesn't

even imagine how anybody could be interested in it . . . . If we consider

the absence of control which characterizrs their thinking, insteacl of

allowing ourselves to be scandalized by their falsehoods, which arc in
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any case naive enough, we should rather be astonished that there are so
many truthful onesr" and so on.

These words, since they represent the sentiments of many present-day
analysts who have come back to condescending to talk to the patient "in
his own Language," can be used to understand what has happened in
between tirnes. For'if Freud had been capable of putting hi; name to
them, how would he have been able to hear and .rnd.rrt^r,d as he did
the Truth enclosed within the little stories of his first patients, or yer
decipher a gloomy delusion like Schreber's to the point of extending it
to the measure of man eternally enchained by his symbols I

Is our reason so weak that it cannot recognize itself on equal terms in
the mediation of scientific discourse and in the primary exchange of
the Symbolic object, and that it cannot rediscover there the identical
measure of its original guile?

Is it going to be necessary to recall what the yaidstick of ,.thought,'

is worth to practitioners of an experience which is occupied rather more
closely with an intestinal erotism than with an equivalent of action ?

Is it necessary for me, as I speak to you, to point out that I do not
have to fall back on thought in order to understand that if I am talking
to you in this moment of the Word, it is insofar as we have in common
a technique of the word which enables you to understand me when I
speak to you, and which disposes me to address myself through you ro
those who understand nothing of that technique ?

No doubt that we have to lend an ear to the "not-said" which lies in
the holes of the discourse, but this does not mean that we are to do
our listening as if it were to someone knocking from the other side of
a wall.

For if from this point on we are no longer to concern ourselves excepr
with these noises, as some analysts pride themselves on doing, it must
be admitted that we will not have put ourselves in the most lropitious
set of conditions to decipher their sense. Without first rackirrg ou, brains
to comprehend [such a sign from the subjecr, somerhing quite unncccs-
sary for a signi6er], how is one supposed to translare what is not of
itself Language? Led in this way ro appeal ro the subject,r.z since it is
after all to ltis account that we have to disburse this understanding, we
shall implicate him in a wager along with us, a wager that we have
properly understood [his sign] and then wait until a return makes win-
ners out of both of us. As a rcsult, in continuing to perform this shuttl ing
back and forth, hc wil l lcarn vcry sirnply to beat t ime himself, a form
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of suggestion worth as much as any other-in other words, a form of

,ugg;;o' in which, as in every other form of suggestion, one does not

know who is keeping the score. The procedure .is 
recognized as being

sound enough *h.n L i, 
" 

question of teing six feet under'kk'1o3

Halfway io this extreme ih. qu.r,ion arises:. Does psychoanalysis re-

main a dialectical relation in which the nonaction of the analyst guides

the subfect's discourse towards the bringing to realization of his Truth'

or is it to be reduced to a phantasmatic relation where "two abysses

brush against each other" without touching, while the whole gamut of

Imaginary regressions is exhausted-tike a sort of "bundling" u pushed

to it, exffeme limits as a psychological experience I

In actual facr, this illusion which impels us to seek the reality of the

subject beyond ih. Lr.rgrage barrier is the same as that by which the

subject believes that his Ttuth is already given in us and that we know

it in advance; and it is moreover as a result of this that he is wide open

to our obiectifying intervention'

But for his part, no doubt, he does not have to answer for this sub-

iective error which, whether it is avowed or not in his discourse' is

immanent in the fact that he has entered analysis and 
-that 

he has al-

ready concluded the original pact involved in it. And the fact that we

find in the subiectivity o] this moment the reason for what can be called

the constituting .ff..i, of transference-insofar as they are distinguished

by an index of ,eality from the constituted eflects which succeed them

-is all the more ground for not neglecting this subjectivity'n""

kkTwo paragraphs rewritten (1966)' .. ' . --^-r^-.^r  ̂*^,ll This term refers to the cusrom, of Celtic origin and still employed-tTong certaln

American Biblical sects, of allowing a coupli engaged to be married, or even a

passing gu.r, 
"J 

the daughter oithe house, to Pass the night togethcr in the

same bed, provided that they keep tireir ou,ioo' ilothcs on' The word takes its

meaning from the fact thai the 
-glrl 

is usually wrapped up tightly in several

shcets.
(Quincey speaks of it. see also the book by Aurand le Jeune on this p:actice

amongst the Amish PeoPle.)
In this way the myth of Tristan and Iseult, and even the complex which it

represents, woulcl henceforth 
"., "r-" 

sponsor for the analyst in his quest for the

soul betrothed ro mystifying ,t.rptirt, via the extenuation of its instinctual

phantasies.
mm Thus what I have designated in what follows as the support .of 

transference:

namely, le sujet.supposi-saaoit, 1' 
.o be found defined here (1966). [Lacan: It is

insofar as he is "supposed to kno*"-however incorrect this is' of course-that

the analyst U.."-., itt. ,uppott (i,o'x'tpovov) of the transference']
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Freud, let it be recalled, in touching on the feelings involved in trans-
ference, insisted on the necessity of distinguishing in it a factor of reality.
He concluded that it would be an abuse of the subject's docility to wanr
to persuade him in every case that these sentiments are a simple trans-
ferential repetition of the neurosis.loa Consequently, since these real
feelings manifest themselves as primary and since the charm of our own
Person remains a contingent factor, there would seem to be sorne mystery
here.

But this mystery becomes clarified if it is viewed within the phe-
nomcnology of the subject, insofar as the subject constitutes himself in
the quest for Truth. one has only ro go back ro rhe traditional data-
which the Buddhists could furnish us with, although they are not the
only ones who could-to recognize in this form of the transference the
normal error of exisrence, and under three headings which they figure as
follows: love, hate, and ignorance. It is therefore as a countereffect of
the movement of analysis that we shall understand their equivalence in
what is called an originally positive transference-each one being illumi-
nated by the other two under this existential aspect, if one doe, ,rot excepr
the third, which is usually omitted because of its proximity ro the sub-
ject.

Flere I evoke the invective through which I was called on as a wirness
to the lack of discretion shown by a certain work (which I have already
cited too often) in its senseless objectification of the play of the instincrs
in analysis, by someone whose debt to me can be recognized by his use
of thc term "real" in confor.rnity with mine. It was in these words that,
as people say, he "liberated his heart": "I[ is high time to put an end.
to the fraud which tends to make it believed that anything real whatso-
':ver takes place during the treatment." Let it not be said what has befallen
it, for alas, if analysis has not cured the dog's oral vice of which the
Gospel speaks, its condition is worse than before: it is other people's
vomit which it laps up.

For this sally was not ill directed, since it soughr in fact to distinguish
between those elementary registers whose grounding I later put forward
in these terms: the Symbolic, the Imaginary, and the Real-a distinction
never previously made in psychoanalysis.*

Reality in the analytic experience does in fact often remain veiled by
negar.ive forms, but it is not too difficult to situate it.

Reality is encountered, for instance, in what we usually condemn as
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active interventions; but it would be an error to define the limit of

reality in this way.

For it is clear on the other hand that the analyst's abstention, his re-

fusal to reply, is an element of reality in analysis. More exactly' it is in

this negativity insofar as it is a pure negativity-that is, detached from

any parricular motive-that lies the iunction between the Symbolic and

the Real. This naturally follows from the fact that this nonaction of the

analyst is founded on our firm and stated Knowledge of the principle

that all that is real is rational, and on the resulting precept that it is up

to the subject to show what he is made of.

The fact remains that this abstention is not indefinitely maintained;

when the subject's question has taken on the form of a true Word, we

give it the sanction of our reply, but thereby we have shown that a true

Word already contains its own reply and that we are simply adding

our own lay to its antiphon. What does this mean except that we do no

more than to confer on the subjectk Word its dialectical punctuation I

The other moment in which the Symbolic and the Real come together

is consequently revealed, and I have already marked it theoretically:

that is to say, in the function of time, and this makes it worth stopping

for a moment to consider the technical effects of time.

Time plays its role in analytical technique from several angles.

Time presenrs itself first of all in the total duration of the analysis,

and implies the sense to be given to the termination of the analysis,

which is the question which must precede that of the signs of its end.

I shall touch on the problem of fixing its termination. But it is clear

right now that this duration can only be anticipated for the subject as

indefinite.

This is for two reasons which can only be distinguished in a dialectical

PersPective:
Thc first, which is linked to the limits of our domain and which con-

firms our remarks on the definition of its confines: we cannot predict

for the subject what his tcmps pour comprendre will be, insofar as it

includes a psychological factor which escapes us as such.

Thc second, which is properly of the subject and through which the

fixing of a termination is equivalent to a spatializing projection in which

he finds himself already alienated from himself at the very beginning:

from the moment that the coming-to-term of his Truth can be predicted

-whatever may come about in the ensuing interval in the intersubiec-
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tive relation of the subject and analyst-the fact is that the Truth is
already there. That is to say that in this way we re€srablish in the
subject his original mirage insofar as he places his Truth in us, and that
if we then give him the sanction of our authorityr we are setting the
analysis off on an aberrant path whose results will be impossible to
correct.

This is precisely what happened in the celebrated case of the Wolf
Man, and Freud so well understood its exemplary importance thar he
took support from it again in his article on finite or indefinite analy-
sis.oo

The advance fixing of a termination to an analysis, first form of active
intervention, inaugurared (proh pudor!) by Freud himself,r66 wharever
may be the divinarory sureness (in the proper sense of the term)oo of
which the analyst may give proof in following his example, will invari-
ably leave the subject in the alienation of his Truth.

Moreover, we find the confirmation of this point in two facts from
Freud's case:

In the first place, in spite of the whole cluster of proofs demonsrrating
the historicity of the primal scene, in spite of the conviction which he
shows concerning it-remaining imperturbable to the doubts which
Freud methodically cast on it by way of testing him-the wolf Man
never managed in spitc of it all to integrate his rememoration of the
primal scene into his history.

Secondly, the same patient later demonstrated his alienation in the
most categorical way, in a paranoid form.

nn For this is the correct translation of the two terrns which havc been rendered,
with that unfailing contresens already noted, by "terminated and interminable
analysis." [The usual French transtation of the tit-le "Die endliche und die urr.na-
Iiche Analyse" (1937), Standard Edition, XXIII, is "Analyse terminde et analyse
interminable"; the English: "Analysis Terminable and Intcrminable.', Lacan
1e1d;rs thc title by "analyse finie ou indd6nie.',]
oocf. Aulus-Gellius,,{uic Nights, II,4: ,,In a trial, when it is a question of know-
ing who shall be given, the task of presenting the accusation, ,rrd *h.r, two or
more People volunteer for this office, the judgment by which thc tribunal names
the accuser is callcd divination This word comes from the fact that since
accuser and accused are two correlative terms which cannot continue to exist
without each other, and since the type of judgment in question here presents an
accused without accuser, it is necessary to have recourr. io divination in order to
find what thc trial does not provide, what it leaves stil l unknown-that is to say,
the accuscr."
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It is true that here there is at work another factor through which

reality inrervenes in the analysis-namely, the gift of money whose sym'

bolic value I shall save to treat of elsewhere, Lut whose import is indi-

cated in what I have already brought out concerning the link between

the word and the consriruring gifi of nlilitive exchange' In this case

the gift of 
-orr.f 

J r.u.rr.d"b; an initiative. of Freud's in which' as

much as in his insistence on .o-ing back to the case' we can recognize

the unresolved subiectification *i,fii" him of the problems which this

case leave, i, ;inse. And nobody doubts that this was a factor in

thesubsequenton,. tof thepsychosis,howeverwithoutreal lybeing

able to saY whY'

surely it is understood nevertheless that admitting a subject to be

nurtured i" ,h. ;;yoneum'66 o[ psychoanalysis.in return for services he

renders to science as a case 
"u"itrut. 

for study (for it was in fact through

a grouP collection that the Wolf Man was suPPorted), is also to initiate

.,r?.rirUlish him in the alienation of his Truthl *

Themater ia lof thesupplementaryanalysisof theWolfManunder.

taken by Dr. Ruth Mack Brunswicklc7 illustrates the responsibility of

the previous treatment with Freud by demonstrating my remarks on

the respective places of the word and Language in psychoanalytic medi-

ation.
What is more, it is in the perspective of the Word and Language that

one can grasp ih. fr., that Dr. Mack Brunswick has not at all taken

her bearings incorrectly in her delicate position in relation to the trans-

ference. (The reader will be reminded of the very wall of my metaphor

of thelxnguagebarr ier , inthatthewal l f iguresinoneoftheWolf

Man,s dr..-r,",he wolves of the key dream showing themselves eager

togetaroundi t . . . . )Thosewhofol lowmyseminarknowal l th is,and

the others can try their hand at it if they like'pp

What lwanttodoistotouchonanotheraspectofanalysiswhichis

particularly ticklish at the moment, that of the function of time in the

technique of analysis; more precisely, the question of the length of the

session.

Once again it

to realitY, since

falls under the

is a question of an element which manifestly belongs

it represents our working time' and from that angle it

h.rding of the prevalent professional rule'

ppTwo paragraphs rewri t tcn (1966) '
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But its subjective incidences are no less important-and in the first

place for the analyst. The taboo nature which has recently characterized

discussion of this time limit proves well enough that the subjectivity of

the psychoanalytical group is not at all entirely free in this respect, and

the scrupulous, not to say obsessional, character which the observation of

a standard time limit takes on for some if not most analysts-a standard
whose historical and geographical variation seems nevertheless to bother
no one-is certainly the sign of the existence of a problem which they
are all the more reluctant to deal with because they realize to what ex-
tent it would entail a putting into question of the function of. the

analyst.

On the other hand, nobody can possibly fail to recognize its impor-
tance for the subject in analysis. The unconscious, it is said, in a tone
which is all the more businesslike in proportion as the speaker is less
capable of justifying what he means-the unconscious needs time to

reveal itself. I quite agree. But I ask: how is this time to be measured I
Is its measure to be that of what Alexandre Koyr6 calls "the universe
of precision"? Obviously we live in this universe, but its advent for man
is rclatively recent, since it goes back precisely to Huyghens' clock-in
othcr words, to 1659-and the malaise of modern man does not exactly
indicate that this precision is in itself a liberating factor for him. Are
we to say that this time, the time of the fall of heavy bodies, is in
some way sacred in the sense that it corresponds to the time of the stars
as they were fixed in the Eternal by God who, as Lichtenberg put it,
winds up our sundials ? Perhaps we might get a somewhat better idea
of time by comparing the time [required for] the creation of a symbolic
object with the moment of inattention when we let it fall.

However this may be, if the labor of our function during this time
remains problematic, I believe I have brought out clearly enough the
function of labor in what the patient brings to realization during that
time.

But the reality of this time, whatever that reality may be, consequently
takes on a localized value from it: that of receiving the product o[ this
labor.*

We play a recording role by assuming the function, fundamental in
any symbolic exchange, of gathering what do framo, man in his authen-
ticity, calls /c parolc qui dure.loB

As a witness cellecl to account for the sinccrity of the subject, deposi-
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tary of the minutes of his discourse, reference as to his exactitude,
guarantor of his straightforwardness, custodian of his testament, scrivener
of his codicils, the analyst participates in the nature of the scribe.

But above all he remains the master of the Truth of which this dis-
course is the progress. As I have said, it is he above all who punctuates
its dialectic. And here he is apprehended as the judge of the value of
this discourse. This entails two consequences.

The suspension of a session cannot not be experienced by the subject
as a punctuation in his progress. We know very well how he calculates
its coming-to-term in order to articulare ir upon his own delays, or even
upon his escapist refuges, how he anticipates its end by weighing it like
a weapon, by watching out for it as he would a place of shelter.

It is a fact, which can be plainly seen in the study of the manuscripts
of symbolic writings, whether it is a question of the Bible or of the
Chinese canonicals, that the absence of punctuation in them is a source
of ambiguity. The punctuation, once inserted, fixes the sense; changing
the punctuation renews or upsets it; and a faulty punctuation amounts
to a change for the worse

The indifference with which the cutting up of the "timing" 16e inter-
rupts the moments of haste within the subject can be fatal to the con-
clusion towards which his discoursc was being precipitated, or can
even fix a misunderstanding or misreading in it, if not furnish a pre-
text for a retaliatory act of guile.

Beginning analysts seem more struck by the effects of this fact than
others-which makes one think that for the others it is simply a rnarrer
of submitting to routine.

Certainly the neutrality which we manifest in strictly applying the
rule concerning the length of the session mainrains us in the path of
our nonaction.

But this nonaction has its limits, otherwise there would be no inter-
ventions at all-and why make an intervention impossible at this point,
which is consequently privileged in this way ?

The danger that this point may take on an obsessional value for the
analyst rests simply in the fact that it lends itself to the connivance of
the subject, a connivance which is not only overt for the obsessional
subject, but which takes on a special force for him, precisely in relation
to the vigorousness of his feeling about his labor. The keynote of forced
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labor which envelops everythin g for this subjecr, even the activities ofhis leisure rirne, is only too well known.l? o
This sense is sustained by his subjective relation ro the master insofaras it is the master's death for which he waits.
In fact the obsessional subject manifests one of. the attitudes thatHegel did not develop in his dialectic of the master and the slave. Theslave has given way in face of the risk of death in which masrery wasbeing offered to.him in a struggre of pure prestige. But since he knowsthat he is mortar, he arso knows that the 

-rr,.. 
can die. From this mo-ment on he is able to accept his laboring for the master and his renunci-ation of. jouissance in the meantime; ,nd, i' the uncertainty of the mo-ment when the rnaster will die, he waits.

such is the intersubjecrive reason, as much for the doubt as for theprocrastination which are character traits of the obsessional subject.In the meanrime, at his labor fats under the heading of this inten_tion, and becomes doubly alienating by this fact. For not only is thesubject's handiwork stripped from lri* Uy another-which is the con-stituting relation of ail labor-but the ,"ii..,f recognition of his ownessence in his handiwork where this Iabor finds its justification, doesnot any the less escape from him, for he himself ,,is 
notin it.,, He ls inthe anticipated rnoment of the master,s death, from which moment hewill begin to live, but in the meantime he identifies himserf with themaster as dead, and as a result of this he is himserf already dead.l?lNevertheless he makes an efiort to deceive the master by the demon_stration of the good intentions manifested in his labor. This is whatthe dutiful children of the anarydcal catechism express in their roughand ready way by saying th"t tir. subject,s * t, trying to seduce hissuperego.

This intrasubjective formulation becomes immediatery demystifiedonce it is understood in the analytical reration, where the subject,s"working through" is in fact emproyed for the seduction of the anaryst.Nor is it by chance that, from ih. 
-o*ent 

that the diarectical progressbegins to approach the questioning of the intentions of the ego in oursubjecrs, the phantasy of the analyst,s death--often felt in the form offear or even of anguishr?2-never f"il, to b. prod.r..d.
And the subject then sets off again ir, 

"n 
even more demonstrativeclaboration of his ,.good 

wil l.,,
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How can we consequently have doubts about the effect of any disdain

shown by the master towards the product of such a laborl The subject's

resistance may even become completely out of tune because of it.

From this moment, his alibi-hitherto unconscious-begins to unveil

itself for him, and he can be seen passionately in quest of the iustification
of so many efforts.

I would nor have so much to say about it if I had not been convinced

that, in experimenting with what have been called our short sessions,

in a moment of my experience which has now come to its conclusion,

I was able to bring to light in a certain male subject phantasies of anal

pregnancy as well as the dream of its resolution by Caesarean section, in

a delaying of the end of the session where I would otherwise have had

to go on listening to his speculations on the art of Dostoevsky.l?3

However, I am not here in order to defend this procedure, but to

show that it has a precise dialectical sense in its technical application.qq

And I am nor the only one to have made the remark that it ultimately

becomes one with the technique known as Zen, which is applied as the

means of the subiect's revelation in the traditional ascetic practice of

certain Far Eastern teachings.

Without going to the extremes to which this technique is carried,

since they would be contrary to certain of the limitations imposed by

ours, a discreet application of its basic principle in analysis seems much

more admissible to me than certain modes of analysis known as the

analysis of resistances, insofar as this technique does not in itself entail

any danger of the subject's alienation.

For this technique only breaks the discourse in order to bring about

the delive ry of. the Word.

Here we are then, at the foot of the wall, at the foot of the Language

barrier. We are in our place there, that is to say, on the same side as

the patient, and ir. is on this wall-the same {or him as for us-that we

shall try to respond to the echo of his Word.l?a

Beyond this wall, there is nothing for us but outer darkness. Does

this mean that we are entirely masters of the situation I Certainly not,

and on this point Freud has bequeathed us his testament on the negative

therapeutic reaction.

The key to this mystery, it is said, is in the instance of a primordial

qq Stone which the bui lders rc jected or heaclstonc of  thc cort tcr ,  t l ry str()ng point

is t l rat  I  have ncvcr y ic ldcd ovcr th is (1966) .
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masochism-in other words, in a manifestation in the pure state of
that death instinctus whose enigma Freud propounded io, us ar the
apogee of his experience.

we cannot rurn up our noses at this problem, any more than I shall
be able to posrpone examination of it here.

For I note that this same refusal to accept this culminating point of
Freud's doctrine is shared by those who conduct their 

"n.lyrir 
on the

basis of a conceprion of the ego whose error I have denounced, and by
those who, like Reich, go so far with the principle of seeking the ineffable
organic cxpression beyond the word that, rike him, in order to deliver
it from its armor, they might symbolize, as he does, the orgasmic induc-
tion that, like him, they expect from analysis, in the superimposition of
the two vermicular forms whose stupefying schema *"y b. seen in his
book on character analysis.

Such a combination will no doubt allow me an optimistic view of the
rigor of the formations of the spirit, when I have demonsrrated the pro-
found relationship uniting the notion of the death instinct to the piob-
lems of the Word.

As a moment's reflection shows, the notion of the death instinct in,
volves a basic irony, since its sense has to be sought in the conjunction of
two contrary terms: instinct in its most comprehensive acceptation being
the law which regulates in irc succession a cycle of behavior whose goal
is the accomplishment of a vital function; and death appearing firsr of
all as the destruction of life.

Nevertheless, both the definition of life, given by Bichat at the dawn of
biology, as being the whole ser of forces which resist death; as well as
the most modern conception of life-to be found in cannon,s notion of
homeostasis-as the function of a system maintaining its own equilibrium,
are there to remind us thar life and death are compounded in 

^ 
pol",

relation at rhe very heart of phenomena rerated to life.
Consequently the congruence between the contrasted terms of the

death instinct and the phenomena of repetition to which Freud's ex-
planation in fact related them under the heading of automatisml?o
ought not ro cause difficulty, if it were simply a question of a biological
notion.

But we all know very well that it is not a question of biology, and
this is what nruhcs this problem a stumbl i rg biock for  so 

-onf 
of  us.

The fact thlt stl many pcoJrlc conrc to a hak on the appnrent incom-
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patibility of these terms might well be worth our attention in that it

manifests a dialectical innocence that would probably be somewhat dis'

concerted by the classical problem posed to semantics in the determinative

declaration: a hamlet on the Gang€s,t7? by which Hindu aesthetics il-

lustrates the second form of the resonances of Language."'

This notion must be approached through its resonances in what I

shall call the poetics of the Freudian corpus, the first way of access to-

wards the penetration of its sense, and the essential dimension, from the

origins of the work to the apogee marked in it by this notion, for an

understanding of its dialectical repercussions. It must be remembered,

for example, that Freud tells us he found his vocation for medicine in

the call heard during a public reading of the Goethe's famous "Hymn

to Nature"-ip that text brought to light by a friend in which the poet,

in the declining years of his life, agreed to recognize a reputed child of

the most youthful effusions of his pen.

At the other end of Freud's life, we find in the article on analysis con-

sidered as finite or indefinite, the express reference of his new conception

to the conflict of the two principles to which the alternation of universal

life was subjected by Empedocles of Agrigentum in the fifth century

B.c.-that is, in the pre-Socratic period where nature and mind were not

distinguished.l?8

These two facts are a sufficient indication that here it is a question of

a myth of the dyad, whose exposition by Plato is in any case evoked in

Beyond the Pleasure Principle, a myth which can only be understood in

the subjectivity of modern man by its elevation to the negativity of the

iudgment in which it is inscribed.lTe
This is to say that, in the same way as the compulsion to repeat-all

the more misconstrued by those who wish to divide the two terms from

each other-has in view nothing less than the historizing temporality of

the experience of transference,lsO so does the death instinct essentially

express the limit of the historical function of the subject. This limit is

death-not as an eventual coming-to-term of the life of the individual,

or as the empirical certitude of the subject, but, as Heidegger's formula

puts it, as the "possibilit6 absolument propre, inconditionnelle, inddpas'

sable, certaine et comme telle inddtermin6e du sujetr" 181 "subject"

understood as meaning the subject defined by his historicity.

rr This is the form called Laftsanalaftsana.
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Moreover this limit is ar €possesses as achieved. This tt*ii'Lrl',tfi :;il::, I ;5,ff.il':::lform-that is to say' not the physi.rl p"rt *hor. existence is abolished,or the epic past as it has become perfected in the handiwork of memory,or the historic pasr in which 
^rn 

fiods the guarantor of his future, butthe past which reveals itself reversed in repetittn.."
This is the dead parrner taken by ,ubl..tivity in the triad which its

ffrff:::l 
institutes in the universal conflict of p/rilia,..love,,, and Nciftos,

There is consequentry no further need to have recourse to the out_worn not ion of  pr imordial  masochism in order to understand the rea-son for the repet i t ive ut terances in which subject iv i ty br ings rogerhermastery over i ts abandonment and the birrh of  rhe , i -uor. f i i
These are the acts of occultationrss which Freud, in a flash of genius,revealed to us so that we migh t recognize in them that the moment inwhich desire becomes human is arro thrt in which the chird is born intoLanguage.

we can now grasp in this the fact that in this mornent the subje* isnot simply mastering his privation by assumt* ,,, but that here he israising his desire ro a second power. For his ..tion destroys the objectwhich it causes ro appear and disappear in tl. ,rrti.iparing prouocationof its absence and its presence. His action thus negatives the fierd offorces of desire in order to become its own object to itserf. And thisobject, immediarery taking body in the symbolic coupre of two erementaryjaculations' announces in the subje., ,h. diachronic integration of thedichotomy of the phonemes, whose synchronic structure existing Lan_guage offers to his assimiration; moreover, ,n. Jira'0.*rrr',""0..o,,,.engaged in the system of the concrete discourse of the .-rrui.on,,,ent, byreproducing more or less approximatively in his Fort!and in his Dal thevocables which he receives from it.rsa
Fort! Da! rr is precisely in his solitude that rhe desire of the l itt le childItas already become the desire of another, of an arter egowho dominatesItim and whose object of desire is rrenceforth his o*r, 

"ffii.rion.r85Ler the child 
'ow 

address himserf to an Imaginary or Rear parrner,

"*J 'he four words ["renvcrsi  c lans la r6pi t i t ion"]  in which is inscr ibed my latest[ ' r tnutr t i 'n of  rcpct i t ion f  rq6i i ' ; r .  subst i tuted ' r*-  
rn ' ' i -proper recourse to the

.i;[:ilI,J:::::; ,,1'i;i:]T;.0'o*"f 't"n' r'itcrncr ,.tn,,";,^*i'i.r' ;;,-;u that r
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and he will see this partner in equal obedience to the negativity of his

discourse, and since his appeal has the effect of making the partner dis-

appear, he will seek in a banishing summons the provocation of the re-

turn which brings the partner back to his desire.

Thus the symbol manifests itself first of all as the murder of the

thing,186 and this death constitutes in the subject the eternalization of

his desire.

The first symbol in which we recognize humanity in its vestigial traces

is the sepulture, and the intermediary of death can be recognized in

every relation where man comes to the life of his history'

This is the only life which goes on enduring and is true, since life is

transmitred without being lost, in the perpetuated tradition of subiect

to subject. How is it possible not to see how loftily this life transcends

that inherited by the animal in which the individual disappears into the

species, since no memorial distinguishes his ephemeral apparition from

that which will reproduce it again in the invariability of the type. In fact,

apart from those hypothetical mutations of the phylum that must be

integrated by t subjectivity which man is still only approaching from

outside-nothing, except the experiments to which man associates it,

distinguishes a rat from the rat, a horse from the horse, nothing except

this inconsistent passage from life to death-whereas Empedocles, by

throwing himself into Mount Etna, leaves forever present in the memory

of men this symbolic act of his being-for-death.

Man's liberty is entirely inscribed rvithin the constituting triangle of

the renunciation which he imposes on the desire of the other by the

menace of death for the jowissance of the fruits of his serfdorn-of the

consented-to sacrifice of his life for the reasons which give to human

life its measure-and of the suicidal renouncement of the vanquished

parrner, balking of his victory the master whom he abandons to his in-

human solitude.

Of these figures of death, the third is the supremc detour through

which the immediate particularity of desire, reconquering its ineffable

form, rediscovers in dtntgation a final triumph. And we must recognize

its meaning, for we have to deal with it. This third figure is not in fact a

perversion of rhe instinct, but rather that desperate affirmatiort of l i fe

which is the purest form in which we recognize the cleath instinct.

The subjecr says "No!" to this intersubjecrive icu de luret in which

desire nrakes itsclf rccognizecl for : l momcttt, ottly t<-, bccotne lost in a wil l
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which is will of thc other.187 Patiently, the subject withdraws his precarious
life from the sheeplike conglomerations of the Eros of the symbol in
order to affirrn it at the last in a Wordless malediction.

Therefore, when we wish to attain in the subject what was before the
serial articulations of the Word, and what is primordial to the birth of
symbols, we find it in death, from which his existence takes on all
the meaning it has. It is in eflect as a desire for death that he affirms
himself for others; if he identifies himself with the orher, it is by fixing
him solidly in the metamorphosis of his essential image, and no being
is ever evokcd by him except among the shadows of dearh.

To say that this mortal meaning reveals in the Word a center exterior
to Language is more than a metaphor and manifests a srructure. This
structure is different from the spatialization of the circumference or of
the sphere in which some people like to schematize the limits of the
living being and his environment:l8s it corresponds rarher to the rela-
tional Sroup which symbolic logic designates topologically as an annulus.

If I wished to give an intuitive representation of it, it seems that,
rather than have recourse to the surface aspect of. a zone, I should call on
the three-dimensional form of a torus, insofar as its peripheral exteriority
and its central exteriority constitute only one single region.tt

This schema satisfactorily expresses the endless circularity of the
dialectical process which is produced when the subject brings his soli,
tude to realization, be it in the vital ambiguity of immediate desire or
in the full assumption of his being-for-death.

But by the same fact it can be grasped that the dialectic is not individ-
ual, and that the question of the termination of the analysis is that of
the moment when the satisfaction of the subject finds a w,ay to come to
realization in the satisfaction of everyone-that is, of all those whom this
satisfaction associates with itself in a human undertaking. Of all the un-
dertakings which have been put forward in this century, that of the
psychoanalyst is perhaps the loftiest, because the undertaking of the
psychoanalyst acts in our time as a mediator between the man of care
and the subject of absolute Knowledge.l8e This is therefore why it re-
quires a long subjective ascesis, and one which can never be interrupted,
since the end of the didactic analysis itself is not separable from the
engagement of the subject in its pracrice.

tt Prcmiscs of topology which I havc l;ecn putting into practice over the past five
ye;rrs ( 196{r).
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Let it be renounced, then, by whoever cannot rejoin at its horizon the
subjectivity of his epoch. For how could he possibly make his being the
axis of so many lives if he knew nothing of the dialectic which engages
him with these lives in a symbolic movement? Let him be well acquainted
with the whorl into which his epoch draws him in the continued enter-
prise of Babel, and let him be aware of his function as interpreter in the
discord of Languages. As for the darkness of the mundrzr around which
the immense tower is coiled, let him leave to the mysric vision the task
of seeing in it the putrescent serpent of life raised on an everlasting
rod.leo

I may be permitted a laugh if these remarks are accused of turning
the sense of Freud's work away from the biological basis he would have
wished for it towards the cultural references with which it overfows. I
do not want to preach to you the doctrine of factor D, designating the
first, nor of factor c, designating the second. All I have tried to do is to
remind you of the misconstrued a, b, c, of. the structure of Language,
and to teach you to spell once again the forgotten b-a, ba, of. the Word.lel

For what recipe would guide you in a technique which is composed of
the first and draws its eflects from the second, if you did not recognize
the domain and the function of both of them?

The psychoanalytical experience has rediscovered in man the impera-
tive of the uerbe as the law which has formed him in its image. It
manipulates the poetic function of Language ro give to his desire irs
symbolic mediation. M*y that experience bring you to undersrand at last
that it is in the gift of the Word "u that all the reality of its effects resides;
for it is by way of this gift that all reality has come ro man and it is by
his continued act that he maintains it.

If the domain which defines this gift of the Word is to be sufficient
for your action as also for your Knowledge, it will also be sufficient for
your devotion. For it oflers it a privileged field.

When the Devas, the men, and the Asuras were ending their novitiate
with PrajapAti, so we read in the second BrAhmana of the fifth lesson of
the Bhrad-Aranyaka Upanishad, they addressed to him this prayer:
"Speak to us." -

uu Let it be understood that it is not a question of those "gifts" which are always
supposed to be in default in novices, but of a gift which is in fact lacking to them
more often than they lack it.
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"DA'," said prajapati, god of thunder. ..Have 
you understood rne r,,And the Devas answered and said: ,,Thou 

hast said to us : Damya*,master yourselves"-the sacred text meaning that the powers above sub_mit to the law o[ the Word.
"D4," said Prajapati, god of thunder. ..Have 

you understood mer,,And the men answered and said: "Thou hast said to us : Datta,give,,_

*t;:r.o 
text meaning that men recognize each other by the gift of the

"Dq," said prajapAti, god of thunder. ,,Have 
you understood mel,,And the Asuras answered and said:,,Thou hast said to us: Dayadltuztn,be rnerciful"-the sacred text meaning that the powers below resound tothe invocation of the Word.'"

That, conrinues the text, is what the divine voice caused to be heardin the thunder: Submission, gift, grace. Da da da.Lsz
For Prajapati repries to aili"you have undersrood me.,,

vvPonge writes it: reson. (1966). [In his pour un Marherbc.,,Resound,,is,.ri_sonner" in French; r6son is, to*on'y^ of raison.)


